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t shaves, SnJ:tlllsffO: $6.7 million
Molly Parker .
Daily Egyptian

·

Sllfs budget reduction will not be
as dramatic as earlier pmlicted. •
The statc will call back 29 pcmnt
of Sllfs overall budget, down f 'IIIl the
original n:qucst for the University to
scroll away 8 pcmnt, according to two
state sources.
, •
Thatreductionwillamoantroabout
$6.i
for the entin: SID S,)'Stem
and .will recur in the 2004 .fisal y=budget as well, a member of the House
Higher Education committee s:ud;
The information on UIU\'Crsity
ruts was sent from the Bureau of the
Budget to adminht:-ators and
of Gmc:ral Assembly education committecs Thw-sda): The. m~Cl stated
that the information was foqm-atc
conswn~n and would be rckascd in_
the gm-ernoi; budget address April 9.
Becky Caroll, spoke~wom:m for the

million

members

B=u of the Budget, refused com-. · in.'~ in ~tld~tio~ -~;~~-.t~ej~h:n-c ~-fod1e .tible to work
ment. An offici:il \\ithin state gavcm~ ,_ ruts. That holding.was $182 milli<>n · .. with us, but kicldng and =ming."
mcnt familiar ,\ith budget opcratio!15 - for SIU The budget office p=iously : ; · }!indr:r said SIU has ttied to coopconfirmed the nwnbas.Adminiraato_r- _, . ..aid it would ex:urune what~tics .·., crate and n:rognm:s the serious budget
. at SIU also had little to say. ,
identified as :=is that _could be OJtt?adc . cxmitraints fu:ing tlie state and nation.·
Char-.i:cllor WaltcrWendler said he and make decisions about: cailbacb · J?eans h:n'C also been worlcing to
wished he had not picked up the phone. b:iscd on that
.
deakwith. the anticipated ruts. The
when contacted by theD.uly Egyptian.
_ Uncertainty has been I:!ffipailt on chantcllor asked departments to idenSn:ve Bincla; spokesman for th~ campusabouthowdccptheOlt!i,rould iify 5 percent short-tmn ruts•and'l0
pICSiden(s office,. s:ud · that admin- actually be and when thC)'\\'Ould come . pcmnt long-term ruts' in July. •The
istratms were awan: of the ruts, but sincethestatc:iskMfortpe~· ·
newsofthen:ccnt29pcrcc:ntrutsdid.
would honor tbc gln'Clllor's request_
Wcndkrearlicrsaid that'the 8-pc:r- not reach the~lc:vdThw-sda):
not to spcik about them until after his cent rcscn'C would h:n'C been difficclt
"We planned for the 5 pc:ra:nt
. address.
to come up with. Caroll,fiom the bud- and prayed that the 8 pcmnt didn't
"N01v that the Bureau and IBHE get office, said although SIU officials happen," s:ud George Swisher,
(Illinois Boani of Higher Education) an: n01v cooperating v.ith the state's dean of the College of Engineering.
h:n'C shared information ,olith all the attempt to plug about a $5 billion hole, "We have to be IClic\'Cd bcc:ausc it
institutions, we an: going to honor tlic; it hasn't been czy dealing with them.
could h2'-'C been 8 pc:rcent."
states request and withhold comments
"Well, its been a long time coming
He said he did notwant to corns
U!!til the governor has a chance to gi\'C - in getting them to make tough choices ment further until the ruts. wac ·
his nm- budget ad<!rcss," Binder said.
that the governor and his cabinet and solidified from the gm,:rnors
The statc IaJUCSled ·early Man:h his budget din:ctor h:n-e :iskM them office or SIU administraturs.
-that all state agencies, including uni- to make m-cr the last several weeks;
"Things an: just so iffy
\-crsities, put 8 pcrcc:nt of their budget Caroll said: "l ,\'Ould charactcmc it·as its ''CIJ' J,.ard for us to

plan;hcsaid;
And C\'Cll though its been diffirult
to plan, many 1-.avc' been atiempt- •
ing to. Bob Yruk, din:ctor of Labor
and Employee Relations and Mruk
Brittingham, general COWlSd for Labor
Relations, met with the president of
the Association of Civil Semce to talk
about potential layofE.
··•
· -Ruth PomnllCG ACsE president,
said iri memo ~ April 2 that shewas told ~ 100 of the rq,rcscnted
525 civil sen-ice cm#}= could
putentially be ]ajd off due to the
budget situation.
Brittingham andYruk, who had
not heard ofthe ncw~t st2te figures
_ until contacted by the Egyptian,
both. s:uli · the University would
=-:iluate potential layofis gi\'Cll
· the new nurnbas.

a

SIUC .eliminates eight positions
Katie Davis
Daily Egyptian

"It's a result of tough financial times and

Eight letters were released Wedn~day
informing SIUC administr.1.!i,~ employees
that their positions were b~g eliminated;
said University spokeswoman Sue Davis.
'F.vo layoffi arc expected. ·
Chancellor Walter \Vendler said the
layoffs arc only indirectly associated ,olith
Gov. Rod Blagojevich's expected budget
addn:ss Wednesday. Blagojevich is expected
to slash the University's budget by as much
as S6.i million, d0\\'11 from earlier estimates
ofSlS.2 million.

GETTING B~ _·_
Position terminations

::.se

~

:a:~~!::eeff::,'!ny -~ .
demoted. Eventually · the
person with the least seniority
ends up without a job when a.
superior takes a lower position.

~

::s:;c;:ti:i~:fs~i~o:.t~
·there will be that many [layoffi] butwc_
,von't know anything until thc·govcmor's
address.~-.- ·:" ,., • •
· ·•· ·. · ... · ...
Duis said three positions were cut
because of depleted grant monCJ' that .,vill
dryuponJulyl.Onewasrescindedbccausc
of retirement and more grant positions may
open after July 1, all01\ing the t\\"O to continue employment A position was also cut
from the College of Applied Science and
Arts off-rampus military program.
NOur need for those positions arc down

" Things ~re·
just so iffy, it's
very hard for

and wour ~'C~Ues arc down because of the

~Fo~~~~ns, office systems s ~ -

),1;,

.'t~'::::- ·

.·~~~;';(:: ,,
1st IlI. rrucroc:omputu support speaalist· •-"1·~-~ 1 :··
•• : ; ; ; ~ - "
·I; instructional'-co!JlIIl~~o.ti~~'11(_'.;_.,
operator ID; and adourustra~e'fassJStant:.-t~!ff~i~:.a ';:~~{,
I, wen: also.cut in the College:~fft..ibcraI!·:-~M:-:..::~;f.t
i~
Arts, but t\VO employees bumpcd.mto open
" ..., · ·• ...
.--;:::
positions.
. .. :
·
•
Bumping allows the initial:per.;on los- ·
ing the job to taj;e the last position in
their job classification. Though -that per- .
son cannot stay in classificatio~,"t,hi:y may i ·

-~¥~ ·-:•-•

See ~OSITIONS;:_p~ge 11

· a ·poss1·bill.ty
La-yoff-s remain
fo:r university empioyees

shrouds the. Univc.rs_ity as administra~
tors continue to work with Springfield
legislators 'and pn:pan: for possiole cut@) A position is tenninated. If the
Mon: than 500 SIUC employees ~As_paitofaplantoredua:·~c
person filfing that position, who
,,.,,, _,_;._ letters this ,,--'· from th..;r tatc'5 - - - A b,:.t-f deficit of:ii: ost
we'll c.all Don, h11Sanyse_niority, that_
•'lll • ~ • ~
•=
- s
•~yv~-~ -~
_:;i_ •.:
person is offered a lower-ranking
labor union informing them that as SS billion, Gov. Rod BlagojC\ich injposition in the same dassific.ation. ,
many as 100 layoffs. of Cnil · Semce tially ordered UIU\'Cmti::s to fonn plans
~The~~nth,atgotbu~ped by(• ,: employees,an:~bJc. •••. _., •
that C?uld trim 8. ~tfiom', their~ i'
~Don,wliowe'llcallJuan,isolfered!_l
The letter \\ill come from Ruth operanng budgets, which amounts to
{ -the lowest-ranking posltion in ilie?l Pommier, pICSident of the Association $18.2 million for the SID sys~ _
tr;~~i~~PH~-~~I~,'l~~~:\f:;/;;~.; of Civil Scrvice Employees, who met .. SIU~ a~tors in ~ t
1 , . ia\ti'"li ~,,, "'d'·'f ~i,ff"'"'" : Ir ,Yith·Uni\-ersityadministratorsifu~; -weeks have admitted that layoffs and•;
1
possible
of;:
~ln'thee)o:rtrrf!lli&' hs1tlb~~j!: Ii todiscussinij>cndingreductionsinshte· .fewer
:r11i'rilowest:rnnldngd~ca\l~tf1 , 1 t funding. University officials told· her the potentjal cutb.icks, but also s:ud the; ·
~fuio_ut a job.
that 100 employees could be laid off; extent is ~ unl_m01m as the gm-erno/
/
•. .
. ;~
and it is possible that notices an: sent reviC\YS the~ wmsitics submitt.!:d •. ' .
· out to employeci this week, Pommier and pn:parcs the budget address he will ·:.
said:
.
gi\'C Wcdnesda,>~
·
. . ·
Chancellor Walter· Wendler said
But alread); word is out that there. __
he didn't bclie,,'C layoffs \\-ould be that may be a lighter bloiv than the ble:ik
drastic but still expects large nwnbcrs. · outlook UIU\'Cmtics an: facing. A soft~.
"Its incredibly frustrating for me cning of the gm=or's original request·
because I_ don't know what to do is likely, said a source ,,,ithin the House
because \\'C h:n'C yet to find out, but Higher Education ~n:unittec.:
. when we find out, we'll be as quick as
,"I thiiik you \\ill sec a_ n:ducti!_ln in
'\\'C can. We have a lot of problems to
the request; the source.~ "It' won't.
dcah-lith.~
..
, .
be the 8 pera:nt.' .
· .
.· . .. ; .
· Tuesday's meeting c::rnc on the heels
It is I!lon: likely to see a figure that's. •_
of a written notice administrators sent closer to rut 2.9 pcra:nt, or S6.7 million,~ .::.
to 10 labor uniom in l.Vlirch that layoffs fiom the Uni\-eajcy; the source said; .: :::
:ue possible. ACsE represents 525 Civil . Bob_ Yo~ · dircftor of Labor::::
Scrvice'employees at sruc; but there. and Employee. relanons and-.Mark:::
an: a total 1,838 Cnil S~,jce workers Brittingham,_· General . Counsel foiwho could ~ legally laid off-i\ith a 30- Labor Relations ,. who · met ,~~~
, ,c)a}- Il<?~c;c, Pommier 5;1itt ··
·
Poi:uruer, bo~ "s:ud they_ would
, i ! .i 1, Although the noticx:s were only a· - amine potential layoffs gr.-cn the ncw,-.t_i
•"•••r•.....u•"• legal'.step ncccssaI}'_in case th!=fC an:·
, See' LAYOFFS,' page-11 ~- .
.. ·.._ ............,.,.,,o.•?!~-.'~~c111N~-DA•L"tGY".'... ,. ~ terminations,, a cloud· of uneasiness.
. :~ ~. ·: ~.'

Ben Botkin·
Daily Egyptian
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at Evangelical Presbyterian Church,

"The Christian. World View"
a conference with

Joel Belz
of

.

World magazine
April 4, 7:30pm
April 5, 9:30 & 10:45am
April _6, 9:45 & 11:0pam
Detailed information at www.carbondalepca.coin

624 N. Oakland Ave
Carbondale, IL 529-1616
epcpca@juno.com

Handcrafted ~eer.
Now Available in
Bowes at Your Local

liquor Store!

lNTERNATIONAV NEWS
. Baghdad banned two of its correspondents.from
wor~jng there..The station said the Iraqi lnfonnation Ministry had barred Diyar. ahOmari - an Iraqi
• American annored divisions late Thursday
- from reporting, ~nd ordered correspondent Tay- .
launched an assault on Saddam International
seer Alouni to leave the country. The channel's edAirport, which is 10 miles from the center-of
itor-in-chief, Ibrahim Helal, told the BBC that the
Baghdad. Loud explosions were heard coming
Iraqis had given no reasons for their action, which
from the airport as the assault got underway,
he called sudden and unjustified: At~Jazeera says
Reuters reported. Dozens of Iraqis, including civil- it will continue to transmit images from its offices
ians and soldiers, were killed in what witnesses .
in Baghdad; Basra and Mosul. (bbc.r:om)
called a barrage of U.S. artillery and rocket attacks
in the area, according to a Reuters correspondent · • AU.S. servicewoman held captive for a week in
(cnn.corn)
Iraq has arrived in Germany for treatment at an
American military hospital; Pfc.Jessica Lynch, 19,
• Drivers are starting to see relief at the fuel
has two broken legs, an injured ann and multiple
pump as gasoline prices have slipped about 4
gunshot wounds, but is said to be in a stable
to 6 percent from the record highs reached just
condition. (bbc.com)
·
·
before fighting began in Iraq twQ weeks. ago. The
AAP:s Daily Fuel Gauge, which surveys more than
• The wife of an JTN cameraman missing in
60,000 self-serve gas prices nationwide daily,
Iraq has been given a personal pledge from US
·: reports an average price of$1.647 a gallon, _down Secretary of State Colin ~owell that he will do all
another 1/10 of a cent from Tuesday. (cnn.corn)
he can to find out what happened to her husband. French Cameraman Fred Nerac
and his colleague have not been seen ·
• American marines chased away a
~
Republi°can Guard division Thurs· · •'"' •
they were caught up in an incident just
day morning and raced almost
·
south of Basra last month in which ITN
unimpeded toward the outskirts Attack. Iraq~ reporter Terry Lloyd died. (bbc.com)
of Baghdad. There is "increasing evidence" that Saddam Hussein's regime has lost • Lawmakers are expected to.push aggressively
for new and expedited benefits and services for
control of its fighting forces and most of the Iraqi
militaryfamilies now that the numbers of killed,
population, a Central Command spokesman in
missing in action and prisoners of war are ;;,creasQatar said. Wrthovt giving a precise location, the
spokesman, Brig. Gen. Vince Brooks, said coalition ing, experts say. "Everyone is scrambling to see
forces were "in dose proximity to Baghdad.'.' Lead- what they can do," observed Kathy Moakler of the
ing elements of military units were reported to be National Military Family Association, a non-profit
advocacy group that facilitates aid for military
within 1o miles of the capital. (nytirnes.com)
families and educates the public, the military
community and Congress on available benefits
• The Arabic news channel al-Jazeera say,; it is
and services. '(foxnews.corn)
suspending its reports from Iraq in protest after
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Current as of 8 p.m. CST, Thursday
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i·saturday .
Mostly-Sunny

Today
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High 11·
Low43

Tuesday
Wednesday

7:30pm.

Japanese.Table, Hanami
Kamakura Garden, north end of Faner Hall
Christian H. Moe Lab Theater
Sp.m.
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• Jemiaine 0. Beard, 20, Broadvil!IV, was arrested at 6:11 p.m.
err. 261 Tuesday in the 600 block of East Park Street on a Jackson County
waiiint for failure to appear in murt on an original charge of
EXT. 2s1 · ain;iinal trespass to land. He \vas released on S250 bond.
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• Bobby J. OWen, 24, Carbondale, was ~nested al 1:38 am
Thursday at the intersection of South llf111ois Avenue and
Pleasant Hill Road on charges with driving under the influence of
alcohol and improper lane usage and a Franklin County warrant
for failure to appear on an original charge of aiminal damage to ·
property. He was taken to the J_aooon Courrty J~il; · , .
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Journeys: Explorations in New Works
· annual festival of neo.v plays
011istian H. Moe Lab Theater

The DAILY Ectl'fW, regrets this error.

(61B) 536-3311
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Average low: 39
Thursday's precip: 0.00"
Thursday's hi/low: 80/54

CALENDAR

CORRECTlONS
In Tuesday's issue of the DAILY EGYPTw1, the front page
article, •Fonner U5. secretary of defense shares views on
post-war cleanup; should have said about 300 people
attended the event
·

Phone:

Almanac
•. Average high: 60

Rain Showers 64/47
Partly Cloudy 49/33
Party Cloudy. 59/43

· Monday

Thunderstorms throughout
the day, ending in the late
evening. Highs in the 70s.

~.

59/42
'Thund~rstor~s 56/56

' • Ared and blue bit)de valued at Sl ,000 was reported .stolen
between an unblov.n time Sunday ana 6 p.m. Wednesday from
a bicyde rack in the 500 block of South University Avenue.
• Oilton L Trevathan, 32, 3<I1 E., MiU St. was arrested at 8:25
p.m. Wednesday at his home on a Jackson county warrant for
failure to appear in court on a chalge of probation revocatiori
because of a domestic battery charge. Ponce said officers came
into. contact with Trevathan during an investigation into a tres-•
pass complaint. He was taken to the Jaooon Collllty Jail in fieu
of $500 bond.

. . The DAILY EGYPTIAN •. the srudent~run newspaper_ofSIUC, is co111miq<,!1 to ~-ng a tt:ustedso!.!rce of
information, commentary and public ~iscourse ·while helping readers understand the i_ssu:5 affecting thcir lives.
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Affirmatiye. a9.iOr&.:llnder :fir.~ ill ·sul)re~e J:ourt
Two lawsuits
. apointS)'Stemthatgavepoin~ba~d~n·~~e:· ,-i:;;'~---'"'.·_-.T;-r.;,:;:T':;-'-::,;;;:-n:;-:~:-;;;;-.:I=-==TZl'r:.Tl"'.':===~
_. , . _As _President George W. Bush said in . f! VS
ch_allenge University'• .: .· a. sta!ement on Jan.', 1S, the Univenity·of '. !; •
· Michigan awarded. a perfect SAT score 12 .: ;
of Michigan.
pointsand20pointstoapplicantsofaminority

race.
• .. .'..
._. •_..,.
, .
Bush a.me out· in :_support of _the o.scs .
againsttheUnivc~ity_ofMichlgan. :. . .
'•
. . . ~J strongly supp?rt 'divenity of all_ kinds, ·
Lindsey J. Mastis
including racial divcnity in higher education,:·
Daily Egyptian
_he ~d. • But the method used by the Univenity
of Mi~igan to achi_C\-e this import:1nt goal is
Affirmath-e action, which beg;m 30 )-Can • funda~entally flawed. ·
·
•
ago, was intended to gh-e an equal opportunity _' _' ".At their core,. th~ .Michigan policies _
to people of :ill races.
amount to a q11ota system that_ unfairly rewards~
But in'two cases before the U.S. Supreme · or penalizes prospecth-e'students; based solely·
Court, Gruner v. Bollinger and Gratz v. ·ontheirracc.• '. ··
·· ···'
·.:--·:•. ·_.,,. .. ·,
Bollinger, the students s:iy that in trying to
The plaintiffs in the· ciscs are b'eing rep- ~abide by that policy, the Universityofl\-lichigan resented by the Center for Individual Rights; ,
was discriminatory to whites by implementing a nonprofit public interest law.firm based in
.\Vashington, D.C. Curt Lcvey,.the;direc!or.
of legal and public :iffairs at the center, said ,
the cases do not oppos·c affirmative :iction; ia...J..J....u.1111.1
t
Ouvr• Douuury - ABACA PFIESS CKRT)
but do intend __ to fight against .the _racial
preferences some universities use to ensure Thousands of supporters of affirmative action march Tuesday in front of the U.S.
Supreme Court in Washington, D.C. The court's wide-reaching decision could affect
dh·ersity;
.·
.
•\Ve hope the outcome is that the Supreme ~IU admissions policy for future classes of students.
Court draws a bright line and says that race . tor of the SIUC Public Policy Institute, said por:s SIUC affirmative action policies.
can ne\-cr be used in a'dmissions nearly to h~ supports . the Bush administration _on
•R~gardless of what decision the Supreme
achieve a di\·erse student body,• he said.
many :ssues, but disagrees with their stance Court comes to, I think it's important that
•If we win, then schools all over the on affirmative action.
we as a society continue to strive for diversity
nation are going to have
revamp their
•1 believe that we are not at a point in this in_ our workplace and education:11 settings
:tdmissions policies to :ichieve diversity i_n a country that we can achieve dh·ersity without because it ultimately would be to the benefit
race-neutral matter:
·
affirmative action,W !..: said. •To me it's very of all of us,• he said. ·
R1CNA•D Ll:s - OtTM>tT FREE PACIS (KRTJ
But some people are worried that the important that people of different races get
Rev.
Jesse
Jackson
addressed
Rrporter LinduyJ Mastis
supporters of affirmative action in front · cases, if won by the plaintiffs, would cause to know earh other .ts individuals:
a
decrease
in dh·ersity on college campuses
Neal Young, Undergraduate Student
can ht rtaclm/ at
of the U.S. Supreme Court in Washington,
nationwide. l\like Lawrence, associate direc- Government vice president, said USG supijmastis@daily~gyptian.com
D.C. Tuesday.

· •· ·

1•

a dm1ss1ons po l~Y

to

Student hit
near overpass
Greg Cima
Daily Egyptian

I1Hn0is representatives tum down
propq§c:,};f9r; death petialty hill,.,.

'

'

Penalty ~ommission's recommen- . House members' views that those
dation that the a.pita! punishment who commit certain heinous crimes
should be sentenced to death.
system needed scores of reforms.
The commission reported 1hat
Bost said he, along with many
Illinois exonerated more death row other legislators, believes there arc
inmates than it had executed since noticeable problems with the curthe death penalty was reinstated rent system, but he is not prepared
in 1997.
to do away with it j,m yet.
Andy Horonzy
Daily Egyptian
Another catalyst behind the
•1 think the first thing we ha\-c
bill was Ryan's commutation of all to look at is our current prison
A bill that proposes the abolish- death ·row inmates during his last system; Bost said.
ment of the death pen:dty was \vith- week in office.
•Right
now
drawn by its sponsor \Vcdnesday
AlthC1ugh the commission's life
imprisonafter failing tr> gather the support findings may have. initially .set ment is hard, but
needed to bring it to a vote.
the bill in mnti::.11, several factors not near as hard
Rep. Arthur L. T~uner, D- helped contribute to its failure to as it could be:
Chicago, sponsor. of House Bill build steam.
..
.
Bost
said
;. Providing defendants
213, spoke at length to lawmakers
One was the opposition of the two alternatives
facing a charge punishable
,on the floor before finally removing most powerful House member of to execution he
. by death with an attorney
his proposal.
·
Turner's party, House Speaker would 'like to
of their choosing . .
Turner, who after numerous Michael Madigan, D-Chicago.
cVf'.ntually
see
attempts could not be reached for
Steve Brown; Madigan's spokes- enacted arc soliMaking DNA evidence a
comment, once even referred - to man, said the speaker would have tary confinement
requirement k· CO!l\':ction
the death penalty as "uncivilized• voted no had the bill e\·er come to and. hard labor,
during his speech.
vote, bat hct.·never· • but without the
;. Replacing the death
Rep. Mike Bost,
expected it to get that th.n:at ofinterfer:
penalty with life in priso_ n
R-Murpl-ysboro, said
· "In our
far.
··
ence from the
witho~ the possibility
it was the first time he
•1 think it was just . American · · Civil.
had e~r seen a legislaposition, you have a matter of time before Liberties Union. . of_P':'r_oJer:.
. .
to
sure
it became obvious that
Other. 'provi. tor' propo!e a bill and
talk for · an extended
the support just wasn't sions he said_ he
p~riod of time about . innocent people are going to· b_e there,• would like to see
it, only to pull his or·
Brown said;
taken under conher proposal minutes
not
to death,
Brown a·lso ;aid he sideration are providing defendants ·
l believe yott fully expects death facing charge punishable by death
later.
\V.U swollen.·
.
•1 think it finally
.
penalty . : proposal with an attorney of their choosing
sunk in that he was
can
similar to Turner's and also making DNA evidence a
"He definitely broke his ankle; MC)i:r said.
~fC)-er said it looked like the man's ankle was
no. q_ ues__tion.,,
to surface before the requirement for conviction.
going to be shy of the
votes he needed,".Bost
House ends its session,
Bost iaid the main controversy.
the only place hit by the c,.r, but said it happened
"too fut to tcll"
·
said.
~:~~~ butnotwithout:Scveral currently surrounding the death
Bost · said. he estirevisions.
·
penalty· is the assumption that
Simmen \vas cited by the Carbondale Police
mated that Turner's
Another· explana- innocent people could be executed, ·
Department for crossing at a location other than
bill, which was approved by a tion for the bill's flamcout was the a perception he vehemently.
a crossw:ilk.
majority of the House. Criminal · large number ·of lawmakers who: opposes.
.•
_
Pedestrian safety on and near campus has
•1n our ~sition, you ha,·c · to
been under scrutiny since the September 2001 · . Judiciary Committee last month, felt _executions could s~ill serve a
had the support of nearly 50 House purpose.
.
•
.. make sure innocent people are 1.ot
. death of SIUC student Anne F. Coleman. who
members, but would have needed
Bost said he objected tn Turner's put tu ·oe:ath,. :md I believe you can
died ofinjurics sustained :ifter she was struck by a
60 votes for passage.
proposal because he felt the death . •dri that, no question," Bost said. _
,-chicle while riding her bike through a crosswalk, ·
The bill, which proposed replac- penalty was :in effective deterrent
and :I series of pedestrian related traffic :tccidents
,
·
, ._ . . ,
.
.
ing the death penalty with life in to criminals.
that occurml through spring 2002.
.
prison without . the possibility 'of . According to Bost, Turner foiled . - . · &par/tr Andy Horonzy
. ..
•
. parole, had come hot on the heels of to produce. enough visible flaws in • _.
. tan 6t rtaclud '!I , . : ; - ,
. Rrportrr Grrg Cima can ht rtaclxd at_ .
former Gov. George Ryan's Death the d_c~th penalty to change< ~ny • • · 1lhoronz~@dailycgyptian.com • • • • • • :: ' : • •.• ' ' · •·•.,. • • · '
gcima(?dailycgyptian.com
An SIUC student was injured after being
struck by a CU' Thursday afternoon while trying
to cross South Illinois Avenue less than 112 block
from a pedestrian m-crpass.
Richard Charles Simmrn, 26, Carbondale,
was transported to the emergency room at
Carbondale Memorial Hospital after he \V.U hit
by a ,i:hicle dm-en by l\latthew J. Meyer, 24,
Carbondale, at about 3:32 p.m. :it the beginning of the construction are:1 11C:1r Mel ndrcw
Stadium. Hospital officials refused to release
Simmen' condition.
Meyer, :1 junior at SIUC, was the driver of
the white Kia Scphia that hit Simmrn, who is a
junior in geology. Meyer said he was on his way
home when the man stepped out into traffic,
:ind his \-erucle's pa=gcr_side rear view mirror
clipped Simmers. Both men m-e in the 1900
block of fa-erg= Terrace.
·
A strip of gr.iy cloth \V.U dangling from
the mirror's housing and the mirror's face was
missing.
.
MC)-er said he was air=!)· slowing dmvn to
tum right onto Lincoln Dm-e to go home and
was tra\-ding between 20 and 2S miles per hour
at the time of th: accident.
He said Simmrn looked his direction when
Gymnasiu:m. 1 but .
his or ivas p:issing
looked the other direction and nc:-.-er turned his
hcadback.
..
A ~gcr in the ar, who refused
be
identified, said the man
conscious after the
accident and MC)-er said it did not look.like he
lwf serious injuries. MC)-er said the man's ankle

Bill proposing end ·
to execution pulled
due to lack of support

•
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SIU student remembered
_as great_ friend,· hard worker
Kendron Lacey led a_life of generosity, service and dedicCI:tion
Burke Wasson

Daily Egyptian
On the night that his best friend Kendron
Lacey paSSt-d a,;,,ay,Jerry Turini said that Lacey
stopped by his house for one last visit. The two
had known each other si:-ce grade school and
both graduated from Carbondale Community
High-School.
.
The two were suppos~d to be groomsmrn
this summer in two weddings for lifelong
friends. Turini said that bccy, 25, had specific
plam on his mind for both occasions.
"He was talking about pbnning bachelor
partit-s for both of uur friends," Turini said.
"\Ve've known these guys for awhile, and
Kenny just wanted to send them off right."
On Saturdav afternoon, Lace\' was sent
off in a fashion ·that amazed C\"cn• his closest
friends and familv. At his funeral sen·icc, they
sa,,· that Lacey h;d touched more people tha~
the,· had e,-:r realized. Turini said he was
PHOTO PROVIDED DY JERRY TURiNI
shn°cked at the number of people in wanting Kendron Lacey poses with German shepherd Molly. Lacey, 25, passed away Mar.
to say goodbye.
·
23 due to asphyxiation.
"There must haw been 600 people there,•
b~came a ritual for the two friends. TheY'\'Ould
Turi_ni said. "It was so unreal. I thought I knew cut his house visits short to help them ·out.
C\·eni>odv Kennv knew, but I had no idea how
"fa·en if we were sitting around watching also walk.their dogs together. Turini said tlm
a game, he'd go," Turini said. "He worked for Lacey's 3-ycar-old German shepherd, Molly;
ma~vpe~ple c.~~ about him.M
Turini said that fonnerclassmates c ;' '...ace1·'s them to help put them to bed :md other things. was very special to his best friend.
"Molly was his bo);" Turini said. "He lo\·ed
from grade school to SIUC were in attenda;ce He cued and he was :1 hard worker."
and some took the opportunity to speak kind
Pearson said that he first re:ilizcd the dogs, and he'd walk that dog with me or his
words about the young man.
nature of L'lccy's motiv;,tion when he saw him girlfriend all the time. He had to lca\'e the dog
"People I had nC\·er seen before were speak- struggling in ~ne of his classes. Pearson said with his parents, but I know how much he
ing at the service talking about how Kenny that Lace\· used it a chance to show what he loved him."
Turini said that the days since Lacey's death
would brighten up their day,• Turini said. "I'm was made· of.
surprised. But :it the same time, I'm not. That
"Like a lot of students, he had some prob- have been a \'CJ)' rough ordeal to handle. He
just tells you how great a guy he was.·
• lems in a class," Pearson said. "\!\'hat separated said he is still in shock and doesn't know if he'll
Lacey, a senior in, respiratory therapy at hirµ from them was the way he came right ever completely get over it.
"There's nothing· I've done that's been
S1UC. died Mar. 23 from asphyxiation. Corey · back.' All of a sudden, he was coming right
harder than putting your bes, friend in the •
T. Simmons, 26, was arrested and cha~d along."
in Lacey's death. Simmons is being held at
Lacey was s<et to graduate in .l\fay, and had gruund," Turini said. "Talking about him is
·
the Jackson County Jail in J\forphysboro on a job lined up at Barnes-JC\,·ish Hopsital in St. like scratching wounds. It just rips me up."
The nature of La~y·s·death has·becn the
SS0,000 b.lil.
Louis. Pearson said that it was Lacey's hardLacey's friends and family are also absorbing working attitude that got him into the system. hardest thing for Turini to ~ea! with. He said
"He v.ai. such a hard worker that the people that his best friend was, in no way, a viol-:nt
the shock oflosing one of Lacey's friends, Kelly
·
Steinmetz, also of Carbondale, on Tuesday. at Rames-Jewish Hopsital · we~e shocked," kind of person.
"He never looked for trouble," Turini said.
Lacey's father, l\tichacl Lacey, coached his son, Pcar·on said. "They went out of their way to
"It makes me kind of mad. He didn't have to
Steinmetz and Turini in youth soccer. Michael help him because he was such a go-getter."
Lacey said the family has been through tough
Turini said that Lacey also t:ilked about pass away that night. Not like that, either.•
Pearson said that Lacey's death is a bigger
times in the past wee,; and politely declined to starting his job in St. Louis during their last
comment.
com·ersation.
loss than most people realize.
"It's a big loss to the field and to the comS]UC science professor Stanley Pearson had
"He was all excited," Turini said. "He's
the opportunity to teach Lacey in classes in the worked for a long time in this program and he munity,"· Pearson said. "I know I didn't know
University's respiratory therapy program. He desen·ed it:
him that well, but you don't come across many
recalls Lacey as very personable and said he
L:i.cey had planned on using the money people like him."
•
was :i. pleasure to have in the classroom.
from his signing bonus at the hospital to buy
Turini said that there are a thousand things
Although Pearson said he didn't know an engagement ring for his girlfriend, LaKeista to say about Lacey, but that no matter how
Lacey well on :i personal le\·el, he knL·w he was Maxwell. The two had known each other since much is said, it will never do him justice.
kinderganen, Turini said.
a hard worker in and out of the classroom.
"It's rough to talk about him, but I want
"He was in,-oh·cd in so many thingst
"He told me he was going to buy her a ringt to let 'e\•erybody know that Kenny was. the
Pearson said. ""fhat really impressed me. He Tu:ini said. "I know he liked her a lot. She's a greatest person,· Turini said. -"I'll miss him
never tried to hold himself higher than other great girl a:.:! sh-: doesn't desen·e this."
every day."
people with that, either.~
No matter how busy they were, Lacey :-nd
Turini said that Lacev would volunteer to Turini would alwavs make time for each other.
Reporter BurJ:t mmon ron hr rrarhtd at
help people with disabilities and would often \Vatching foot?a.li ga~es ~ogether on Su_ndays
bwasson@~ailycgyptian.com

USG passes SOAF account separation legislation
Resolution passes by
·
acclimation to separate
funding into four units

•'

Kristina Dailing

Daily Egyptian
The Student Oiganizational Actn-ity Fee
should only provide funding for actn-ities for
s!'Jdcnts or programs run by students acrording
to the Undei:graduate Student Go\·ernmcnt.
A resolution, that passed by acclimation at
the last USG meeting, stated that four units
that receive funding out of the.Ji OAF acrount be
transferred into a separately named fee accounfc.
Rainbow's End, Campus Safety, Staffing
Overhead, B::..-sar chaigcs, are the four other
units besides the Graduate and Professional
Student 1=:ouncil and Undergraduate Student
Gm·cmment that receive funding from the
SOAF account.
The resolution states that USG "does n~t
• request that the' funding received by these units

any

remainintheSOAF,butbetransferredfromthe units ~uld ci~ u~
d,~fusion abbuiwh~t
· SOAF ,;-ith each unit into a separately named the SOAF account money is used for.
fo:account." ·
He said making separate aca:iunts for the
The resolution was submitted by College of diffcrentunitswouldaeateex=essadmi~istrative
Liberal· Arts senators Mary Wallace and Erik · costs that could be ayoided by creating sub codes
\Viatr to clear up any confusion about what the. within the SOAF account.
,
"If we can accomplish the same thing by
SOAF money is used for. ·
"This is just a way of letting students know ar:l-doping some sub codes 1 think we wouldn't
where there money is going,- said Wiatr, a senior have to have the extra staff time it would t:ike ·
in his:ory. "When students pay the·health fee, to do this kind of thing," Dietz said. "And it
the money goes to the health fee. But there arc \\-ould gi,"e tl,em the kind of accountability they
so many things mixed up in the SOAF account wanted."
it is hard for students to knmv where the money
Every student that :ittends SIUC pays a
student acthity fee that is pur into the SOAF
is going."
Larry Dietz, vice chancellor for Student account tp provide money for RSOs and proAffairs and Enrollment Management, said he grams for s~dents.
·
wouldconsidertheresolutionaslongastheunits
Out of the nearly Sl million in the SOAF
are given the funding that is outlined for them.
acroum for fiscal- year 2003, S222,631 was
. "It seems that they (USG) are remaining allocated to the four units.
.
committed to the functions that were outlined
The resolution has been passed onto the
in the resolution but they just would like to S1:C Office of Student Affairs and the SIU Board of
them :iccounted for in a different kind of way; Trustees for approval.
Dietz said.
.
·
H:: said that he would also look into whether
RrPrJrlfr Krutina Dailing ,an he rrarhtd at
putting sub codes on the funds for the four other ·
· kdailing@dailyegypti:in.com
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Student-written journeys

to be perfonned Saturday
Journeys: Explorations in New Works will be
at 7:30 p.m. · Saturday in the Christian H. Moe
Lab Theater. The Dep.,rtment of Theater presents an annual festival of new plays by SIUC
student playwrights. The festival is an eclectic
menu of five plays. Come take part in the world
premieres of these new works.
The Box Office is open noon ur.bl 5:30 p.m,
Monday through Friday, and one hour before
· each perforr.ance. liclu.>ts cost SS each. To
charge by phone with your Visa, MasteiCard or
Discover, call 618/4S3-3001.

First annual SIUC class
ring cer~mony today
Students and alumni who ordered dass
rings this year will be honored at the first annual
ceremony tonii;ht al 6 in the Student Center
Aucfllorium.·
This is the first year SIUC has an official
dass ring. Students and alumni who want to
purchase a ring must have completed at least
56 aedit hours and achieved a junior year
standing.
Ed.vard Buerger, exerutive director of the
SIU Alumni Association, and his wife are also
getting their dass rings. Bµerger Jlready had
a ring. but said he wanted to be a part of the
newtracfrtion.
.
--rhe ring for me symbofaes rrrt ovvn perseverance in choosing to attend SIUC and getting
a degiee from this institution in business.• he
said. •1rs rrrf way of saying to the world that rm
pro~d of the University:'
CARBOND,\L~"

Book sale with. more
than 300 titles next week
There will be. a spring book sale featuring
more than 300 titles from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, and Thursday al 1915 University
Press Drive. Paperbacks cost $2 and hardbacks
cost $4. Types of books sold will be books on
Illinois, history, Civil War, thea!re, basebalL p:>et.-y
and film. For more information, call 453-2281.

Servants of the callt
invite people to Jesus:
Won By One '/outh Group al Christ ·
Community Church is hosting "Below the Noise
- Revolution: Phase 1• which is presented by
Seivants of the ca!L Toe event, featuring music
by S.K.U.F. will be at 7 p.m. April 6 at carbon dale
Middle 3chool on East Grand Avenue. Servants
of the call emnsion reaching out to thousands
of junior high, high school and college students
commissioning them to surrender their lives to
Jesus.

If you would like to make a financial con·
tnl>ution to host this event please contact Ellie
Starck, Won By One Event Coordinator at 618922-9469. Admission is free.

Peace Is Action Project
to put on a pia1ic
Peace Is Action Project is presenting a spring

~:';=ic ~~: t:1io! ~f
0

a~J11r:!:n~~
making wilTbegin at 9 am. and will continue
all day.
Open mic begins at noon and will run until
4 pm. Participants can bring original songs.
poems and essays. People can also bring food,
a blanket, drums and other musical instruments.
There will be an open jam from 4 p.m. to 5 pm.
Th ere i.'Jill also be a kinetic prayer for peace.
The Peace Is Action Project is an effort to
explore, shape and share a vision of \110rld-at
peace. For more informalion, contact Seth at
684-4017.
REGIONAL

·One killed~ two injured
in accident west
of Murphysboro Tuesday·
A Murphysboro man died and a C.arbondale
woman and her 2-year-o!d daughter were
injured Tuesday afternoon after trying to avoid
hitting 3 deer west of MU!physboro.
•
Police said Kelley D. Steinmetz; 23, died alter
he was p.'lrtially ejected :ram a Ford Escort and
the car rolled on top of him. He was dm-ing west
on Highway 149 in a car belonging to Monica
R. Dame. 21; who told pofrce she gratbed the
steering t'l.-heel to help steer out of the way of
a deer.
.
·
Police ~id Dame told officers the car went to
10st

:~~~ioit
:!e...~ht~ r:1~~~e::rr::!
Dame and her dau~hter \vere transported

lo .St Joseph's Hospital m Murphysboro where
they were treated and released.
The Jackson County Coroner's office \'lilt
perform toxicology tests and· an inquest at a
later _date:
._
.
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Road to USG funding.

:-rke R'1Le.S

The following are the funding guidelines set up oy USC. Failure to
adhere to these guidelines will result in automatic denial of fund

IJ RSOs must submit general funding appfrcations to the finance

allocation§ not smooth

committee at least 20 busines~ days prior to the event

USG maintaii1s

discrepancies :ire bound to arise. JGC groups, such as ISC and WIDB, had
docs appreciate the lwd woxk and something steady to start with ~
effort the finance· committee puts in people can plan ahead to book e,.,:nts,"
each year.w
,
· . .Vuitchkov:t said•.•Instead of com:en• Young ,said the guidelines han: trating on hmv to find the money they
Valerie N. Donnals
created more woxk for. USG and the can concentrate on how to do the C\'l:nt
Daily Egyptian
R~OS'.ha\'e· to d.-:tl with a lot more abetterway.*
papcrwoxk, but it has been won.'1 it ·
The · director · of Student
Each · year,
the
Student
"Through the new guidelines, we Programming Council, Ste,.,: Annen,
Organiz:.tional Activity Fee has have been able ro increase the amount agreed that the process is running
been the p=-abial pot at the end of of RSOs and the amount we\,: been smoothly so far this )-ear_ but said·
the rainbow for Rcgistere.:i Student able to give them; Young said; •Not there's room for irnpl'O\-cment.
Organizations.
.
, nearly as much is being wasted. We're
He said that a set fee would work
It represents the means by which keeping .track ofit to make sure we get better for their o~tion so that
they will put on C\'Cllts and how their the maximum cffici~nt use out of the • they wqild be abl~ to book bigger and
o'l:,r:1nization will survive into the nc:tt money.~
better C\'l:nts without ha\ing to worry
,-ear.
.
The funding process has already about money being cut becausc other
• HovC\'CI', obtaining the fee money begun for next fall, and RSOs say that RSOs need the funding.
from the Undctgraduate Student the process is still improving as glitches
Howe\'er, he said that their main
Gm1:mmcnt is not always an easy are worl:cd out of the system.
· goal is what is import int ·
task. USG has often received criticism
Ste,.,: l.andgras, the general man•
"Vl7e're here for the students, and all
m-er how it allocates the SS00,000 in :1ger of\'VJDB radio, said he recently \\'I: ask for i~ to benefit the students as
ft.: money.
.
attended a meeting with the finance much .?.S possible; Annen sai~ •1 hope
Neal Young, the ,'ice president of committee and was very pleased with we'll get the opportunity to do that."
USG, said until tw:, ;-.•rs :igo there the results. ·
-usG's balance is a little bit more
was no formal S)-Stcn1 ;or- al10C1tion
~]t wa!: \'Cl)' quick, and they asked toward miao . managing," Landgras
and fonding was ~ more on :i lot of educated questions,· Landgra: · said. -we should be held aa:ollll!:lble,
popularity.
said. w] thinkthcy did :igood job fund- but \\,: should be trusted to be good
The current guidelines, m'3ilable ing us this year.
.
stewards with the money. lt is the
on the USG website, outline what cm
'They doubled our allOC1tions fiom , students' money.*
and ciimot be funded and the process the )'Cat before, and I was pleased
Senator Peter Normand suggested
RSOs need to go through before USG with hm,· things ran Mond.1)· for next a new ~)"Stem for allocating funds to
will fond their e\'cnr.
year.•
be ,-oted on by students in the spring
RSOs. say that d,e process has
' How~-..-cr, he said that WJDB docs election. The referendum proposed
improved during the past K-..v )"C:lts nol conform to their guidelines \'CI)' a new fee of SS per scmeslcr for the
be..-:11ue new guiddines ha\'e helped to . ,,1:ll and the long process makes it Student Programming Council and
ensure fairness for all oq,r:1ni~tions.
diffimlt to do his job.
SCI percentage allocations for other
··n1c: In1cr;Grcek Council is satisAna Velitcl1km':l, the: president of pri.,riry organu.ations.
_
fa-d m=ill \\ith the Undctgraduate the lntemational Student Council, said
A board of representatives be from
Student Go\'emmcnrs RSO funding theprocessisalotofwoxkfororganiza- =-era! campus constituenci:s would
procedures; said John Corso, the trca- · tions like hers to complete since there is .~:=ee •the, money; however, the
· rcsolutjon did nor roo:ivc support from
!-lll"Cf oflnter-Grecl: Council. "While : no flexibility in the budgeting.
.
the funding process is not perfcct and
• "It would be good if priorii}· USG and mer mixed reactions from

~

it's the best system

All advertisements for events funded by USG must have "Paid for
by the Student Activity Fee" printed on·them.

1
J,

!

~ The event niust be open and advertised to the entire campus. RSOs
must consult the list of iteins and events tht.t v.i!I not be funded.

,

~
'
1

RS0s must have complete ,rnd accurate records of V'mat USG
funds were spent on for review by the finance committee.

~ exact
RS0s are required to fill out an After Action Report descnbing ·
expenses and the outcome of the e\·ent within 1o days for
review by the finance committee. Failing to submit this report will
result in ineligibility to receive funding for the next fiscal year.

l
j·

'.

l
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theRSOs.
~1 liked the idea of SPC getting
its m,,, fee, but the proposal wasn't
planned out enough," Annen said.
He added that he doubted
people ,muld be in fu-or of another f~
increase for the upcoming)=·
Normand was unable to get the '
2,000 student signatures required
by the April l deadlin:: to add the
referendum to the ballot, but he said
it is important for students lo start
thinking of better Wa)"S to allocate the
SOAFmoney.
USG said that they do not support
entitled allocations in a resolution
passed Feb. 28. They said that using
the process in the past has led to the
demise of smaller and Jess powafi.tl .
RSOsoncunpus.

Their current system pro\'idcs
equal access to the SOAF money and
they said they pwud of their progress
to ensure equality and fairness in the
allOC1tion process.
Young said that the S)"Stem is about
as efficient as it can be at this point, but
there is alwa}"S room for impl'O\l:ment.
"1 think we need to continue
working \\ith all of the urga~izations to try to get a grasp on what
they really need and their goals for
the future as wdl as the short tenn
and compare that to what we ha\'l:
m·ai!able and m· to find a balance;
Youngsaid.
•
F.rJ=ter 1'alme N. Donna/,
m11 br ,archedal

,-donnais@daiiyegyptian.com

Regional organization sponsors unique event
Tri-State Alliance
sponsors prom for gays,
lesbians, transsexuals,
supportive friends
Jessica Yorama .
Daily Egyptian
The announcement cf king and queen al the
Tri-St:1tc Alliance prom will be like the crowning ceremony at any other prom, except there will
be t\\"O queens, t\\"O kings and an 'in-bem,:en.'
The person crow'ncd ~in·bet\veen~ will
\\'l::lr a crown made of half a king's and half of
a qu.:cn's crown.
This Saturday, the Tri-State Alliance, a

• EXff!lUST • srnm • BRAKES • CV JqlNTS
, sHOO<S -, oiL CHANGE

carbondale:
308 East Main Slreet·

457-3527
, (M/2 Blk. E. ol the Railroad)

FREE Underca1:

Inspection &Estimate ·
: OPEN MON:- SAT
BAM TO 6!'M

non-profit organization \\ill sponsor a prom for
. gays, lesbians and t r a ~ }"OUngt:r than 21.
The prom \\ill take place in fa-ansvillc; Ind., and
although it is geared toward homosexuals, is also
open to heterosexual friends of attendants.
"lt's basically a time for gap and lesbians to
ba\1: a safe place to dance and celebrate who they
are; said Wally Paynter, director ofthe Tri~State
Alliance. ~lt's a great opportunity for people who
didn't get to go to their prom with more than just
a token date."
Paynter said th;it there were no· problems
\\ith the C\'l:nt last }'Cat, and did not anticipate
anything but an · entertaining time for tho,e
participating in t~e prom. Hm\"C\'l:l', he said that,
as a safety prec:wtion~ the location of the prom
would only be disclosed at t~e !i~e of the ticket
purchase.
.
This is the second )'Cal' for the C\-ent, which,

••

Natiomdde Lifetf me

. Guarantees

although it. takes ·place in Indiana, rccen,:s
attendants from ,-arious arez, including southern
lllinois. Paynter sai:! that while the C\'l:nt was a
success with 60 attendants the previous )"C:lr, he
is hoping for at least 100 people.
Paynter said that press releases and. word·
of-mouth helped to inform indi\'iduals in the
o~tion's wide service area which includes
parts of Missouri, Indiana and Illinois. While
co-director of the Saluki Rainbow Net\\-oxk,
Jenae \V-illiams, saidSRN wasa\\':lreofthcprom,
fC\v people had conl:lcted her about attending.
·we [SRNJ thought ;C)O'Jt going this ) =
but \\'I: didn't get things together in time," said
\V-tlliams, a sophomore in fashion dcsi,,<7Il from
Chicago. •Jr's a good idea because a lot ofus W!;Jlt
to schools that weren't necess::rily consen-ativc
but didn't allmv gay or lesbian couples.
It's a big part of )"Our high school career and

it \\"Ould just be great to reli,1: a part of )"OUr !if~
that was supposed to be special,"
Although Paynter said proms such as this •Jne
had taken place in the past, they are not common
in the= Those: inmh-,:d with SRN said that if
rnanbcrship increased in the future, they would
definitely be interested in sponsoring a similar
C\'l:nt on campus.
•1t's .:m important option becausc this is the
cne singular e,.,:nt that.seems to be co~trlbuted
to bderosexual privilege,~ said· SRN member
Jason Vaughan, a graduate studen: in creative
writing from Columbus, Ga. "'Its a fun C\-ent
that make! a statement. \\'hen a man is ab!~ to
go in public with the man he lm,:s, it's an important preeedent for intolaance and inclusion."
&prierjwim Yomma can kmulxd al
jyorama@dailyegyptian.com ,
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THEIR WORD

Affinnative
actior1 must stay
U. California- Los Angeles (U-\Vire) -The Supreme Court
he,ml oral a11,,uments for the University ofi\lichigan afiirmative
action case, which has gained notoriety m·er the past few months,
on Tuesday. It is widely expected that if i\1ichigan's affirmative
action policies arc struck down, the case can be used as precedent
to end atlirmativc action completely. \Vhether or not the Supreme
Court decides i\lichigan's affirmative action methods arc illegal, it
should not rule that using race as a factor in itsclfis not allowable.
:Vlichigan's admissions system attracts anti-affirmative action
sentiment because it bluntly rewards race in relation to other academic factors, rather than using other colleges' more subjective
means. For example, the university's system awards applicants 20
points out of a possible 150 for minority status, 12 for a perfect
SAT score, and one for an outstanding essay.1l1e plaintiffs, using
the 1978 case Regents of the University of California vs. Bakke,
in which the court ruled racial quotas were a violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection clause, argue l\lichigan•s
program constitutes a quota system.
However, it can be argued Michigan's point system is not technically a quota.system as desaibcd in Bakke bcc;iJse it docs not
set aside a finite number of positions for minorities. It imtcad
gi,·es a la11,re boost to minority applicants. Q.!10tas were found illegal because they excluded non-minorities prior to their applying.
Granting minorities a boost makes them more competitive, but it
docsn'r automatically exclude others.
Critics af&Ue that Michigan's system is a form of discrimination. In the absolutist sense, the,· arc right. But there is a difference
between discrimination maliciously applied to group~, and that
used in the pursuit of a larger social good.
Affirmafr;e action programs increase opportunities for minorities who do not have .1cccss to the ~ame resources a.~ others born
into privileged circu111stances.1l1e programs arc meant to have
a trickle-down effect th.it will ideallv lead to minorities
can
both serve as role modds for their c~mmunity and im:rease representation of their group in society's higher echelons.
True, afiirnutive action programs based mostly or cxclusi,·cly on
r.1ce arc no panae<•J. for L-uring society's ills in admissions and hiring. 171cre arc nuny poor white, who do not reap the bcnr.fits of
al1im1ative action c\'cn though they arc born into similar or worse
cin.:nmstances than minorities "ho benefit from affir:native action.
Bur r.1cc shoul,I still remain an independent factor in admissions
be.:-.1use of institutionalized racism's undeniable existence in our
,-0,·icr,,:
As· for the argument that allirr.ati,·c action creates white •victims• of rc\'crse discrimination, it tcchnicallv docs.•But the discrimination against qualiticd whites that results in their denied admission - but likdy a,ceptance at another university of comp.uablc
~-aliber - is a m.tll price to p·ay for minorities being denied access
to th.: higher cduc-.1tion they desperately need.
.
Along "ith affinn:iti,·e action programs at the college level,
there must be more fix-us on righting educational inequality for
K-12 ,rudents in poor .irca.s :hat more often than not have disproportion.m:ly high numbers of minorities. !',,lany poor minorities
do not hJ.,·e the gr.ides or SAT scores to get into top tier colleges
.ind universirie$ be.-ausc their prior cduc;ition stuted them off far
behind mon: privileged students whose p-.uc:nts could make up for
the stite"s educational shortcomings. If SJciety's problem of r:1cial
inequalil}· and inequality of opportunity is going to be solved, it
must be nipped in the bud, earlier tlun college admissions. Fi:cing
K-12 schools and affirmarivl' action arc not mutually exclusive
goals. Affomarive action may become unncccs..<:U}' in the future,
but unt:l we fix inequality in lower school levels, it needs to stay.

,vim

QUOTE OF THE

DAY

' ' Love looks not with the eyes, but with the mind;
And therefore is winged Cupid paintt.-d blind., '

GUEST COLUMNIST

Relatio~hip tips for everyone
Cherie Hinds
The Wellness Center
Let's face it. Rc:l.1tionship-; :ire difficult :ind m:tinuining a healthy rcl:ttiorehip requires energy :ind time.
For some, the w:iy out of a stressful relationshlp will be
to merely end the connection. For others who decide
to work it our, but w:int less stress and more pace,
there is help! FoUO\,ing some simple guidelines "ill
help to increase the amount ofjoy and fulfillment )'OU
rccci,-c from your relationship.
Set Your Pe™>nal Stamhn!s: An ideal w.1y lo
reduce conllict, get your nteds met, and h:we more
joy is to select a par.ner that embraces the 53me ,-;ilues
and standards you possess. This means you need to
do your homework and take a few moments to clarify
,,·hat )nur pc=nal standards :md ,-;ilucs an: befon, )UU
dec:,!e to get into:. rcbtionship. To do thi~, make .1 list
of the qualities that are important to you thlt ,,·m,Jd ·
need to be pment in a life partner. Some examples
might be..... kind, !ming, :ittenti,-c, hard workc:r, good
prmidc:r. sublc, etc. Being clc:i.r as to what )UU want
.1nd n«d a.110\,-s you to make a better partner choice
up fronr, without putting in a lot of time and energy
int..-. a relationship that clc:i.rly docs·not meet )UUr
sr:iml.irds.
For those who arc alrc;idy in a relationship. afrcr
you ha,·c 5nishld your list comr.irc it to the qualities
)UUr cum:nt fl;1me !w. 'tau m;1y luck out amt find that
s/he already has similll' sundards. Or, you mly be surprised to find s/hc has only a few of the stand.mis )UU
an: lookin!; for. lmporum to remember is thlt c:ich
quality )Hur p.1rtncr did not possess could be a possible
source of conflict, either nO\V or btcr. 'tau will need
to determine: if you arc willing to s:icritice any of )nur
stJndards for the s:ike of stl)ing in the rel.ttionship.
Cor.1munic:ition: If \\'C wmt to be hem!, being
a gl>lid listener is ,ital. This means listening \\ithout
intcrrupcioq. After .ill, the reason fc: communic;ition
is to get to knO\v and undcrsbnd the tho.ights, feeling,, :ittirudes, .uid beliefs of }'OU%' special person.
To crcare cmotioru.l intimacy. practice being ,ulnerable in )'OU%' rcl.itionship.by sharing dccpcr insights
about yourself when it IS safe to do so. This is the st:1y-

ing power in long lasting rd:itionships.
Spirituality: For oouplcs who ha\'C :t spiritu:il/
religious ideology, setting aside time to share in those
beliefs is a W'.1}' to enhance and build on that spirirull
connectedness with the Higher Pim-er of)nur under• st.lllJing, the universe, and c:ich other
Resolving Conflict: When faced with conflict
in a relationship it is important to not only identify
the c:iusc. of the conflict (partner not coming home
when expected) but also the underl}ing frclings ("I
felt scared and neglected 'I_Yhen you didn't c:ill me").
Ange. is cftcn a feeling used to hid.: dccpcr feelings.
Take the time to look inside and get to the real feelings and then share them appropri:itcly. Try to focus on
only one issue at a time. Bringing up ~-era! problems
at once is non pnxlucth-c and the original issue may
never be fu"y a,ldrcsscd. In addition, it is importmt to
. ,-:ilicbte the feelings ofyour partner c-1 can understand
hmv )UU must feel very stressed at schuol"). ·n .., USC of
•r statements when presenting your side will go far in
reducing conflict. The typical use of"You• statements
pl.tees the listener in a dcfensh-c position .u,d the likelihood of continued listening will dccrcasc, or could
e\'en escalate the conflict. Setting aside time to discuss
the issue in a setting where there an: no Jistr.ictions is
desirable. Avoid name calling :nd cursing as this tends
to only =late :II' :tlrcady hc:1ted situation and will do
little to rcsoh-c the is~c. Remember, fight fair!! The
~,o:il is to rcsoh-c the conflict and enhance the relation•
ship, not to win the b:::'.lc.
·
.... ,, i,, important to note that it is not appropriate
Jt any time to u:,: physical ag;;n:ssion. If )UU tind
)'OUrsctf L'l a relationship thlt has cs..-al:ited to the USC
of physical force or emotioru.l abuse, seek assistance
from :a trusted friend, ~ur clcrgype™>n, a counselor, ,
or throug!, resources on campus such as the \Vcllncss
Center or the Counseling Center.
TI1e relationship tools mentioned will go far in
:u:hi~ing :a worthwhile emotionally intimate relation·
ship full of rich experiences and memories.
·
For additioru.l help in dealing with relationship
issues, plc.isc contact the \Vellncss Center IOC1ted in
Kcsnar Hall 215 A Kcsrur Hall (on Greek Row), :it
536-4-t-tl.
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' ' I want people to see the wa; from a Turkish view, not the Americanvi~w that 6hows it to make people fccl better in the Unite<l States. 111c n.-al
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Movies can be srnari

Lawlessness in the Illinois Senate·
John 0. Jones,

consider each piece oflegisurion individually.
But this request was ignored and one \'Ote was
stale senator, 54th district
taken for all 247 pieces oflcgislation.
On the surface, thi• appcan as nothing
When playcn cheat in basketball, they an:
more than an inconsequential procedural issue.
alled for• foul When playcn m,ke ill,gal
Afrer all, the \'Otes were there for the legislahits n hockey, they arc put in the pen.tlty box.
tion to pass regardless of how the \'Ote wu
In footbo.lJ, •n infraction of the rules results in
taken. Even if och of the 247 proposals "-ere
a loss of ranu.
indi,idually considered, they W?uld have all
' In the Illinois Senare, though, there arc ~
passed.
app:1rcntly no repercussions for brc;iking the
But hidden in this procedural battle
rules'. Instead, the rules arc merely changed to •between Democrats and Republican• is a
accommodate the whims of the majority p1rty. ,iobtion of a ba,ic principle of represent••
It ,v.u not a.ictly front•p.,ge news and there
tn·e gm-cmment. Each Senator in the Illinois
ccrtainly was no public outcry to restore law
Senate represents 3 little more than 200,000
and order to die Illinois Senare. But that docs
people. Those citizens send rhcir Senator to
not neg.Uc the seriousne,; of what happened
Springfield to be their \'Oice. The citizens of
lastwcek.
this state apcct their Senaton to.be gn-cn an
As the Senarc considered bill afrer bill
opportunity to \'Oice opposition or support for
on rhe Senate floor, the Sen,te Democrat
· a particula~ piecc oflcgisbtion.
.
.
lcadcn½ip made the decision to apprm-c 247
Denying a Senator the chance to speak on
lcgislati,·e proposals on one roll call \'ote'. They a bill and debate it properly essentially silences
did not allaw for questions to be asked on the
the only \'Oicc in the Illinois Senate that
intent behind the legisl.uion. They did not
people li\ing in that lcgislatn-c district have. It
allow for memben to
docs not marter if the outcome of lcgisbtion
ll1c rule of law was C\'Cn \'Ole on the bills
is a foregone conclusion. \Vhat matten is that
sepamely. Instead, they
the indi,iduals elected to represent 210,000
VIO ate ln askedallofustomteori Illinois residents ha,-c an opportunity to do
the Illinois Senate.. rhc bills ,,i1h o:,c \'Ole.
their duty on behalf of their constiruenu.
·
The bilt. addressed
The rule of law was viol.itcd in the Illinois
topics ranging from
Senate. The majority party broke their own
airports to \\inerics. The
rules :ind silenced the \'Oice of thousands of
l,gi,lati\'c propouls lacked specific Lngwge,
lllinoi, residenrsfor the sake of sa,ing· time. It
but they wcrc introduced for specific purposes
seems like a small thing, but how an we expect
- purposes the sponson nc>-cr had an oppor·
the p:ople of this sutc to respect and obey the
!Unity to apl.iin. The actions taken Ian "-eek
la"s the Senate apprm-cs when this chamber
\\'Crc in direct ,ioution of the Senate Rules.
c:innot C\-cn follow its own rules?
Senate Ruic 7-H states, "If the question in
We apcct athletes to follaw the rules.
dcbJtc contains sc,-cral poinu. any Senator
\\'e teach our children to follow the rules. It
ma,• ha,-c the same di,idcd."
is not asking too much to apect the leaders
•Now, 1am not a u\\j-cr, but this seems
cf the Illinois Senate to aho follow the rules.
pretty dear to me: If there is a question before
La·.,lcssncss of any kind is not acceptable in a
the Senate \\i!h many poinu, any Senator an
C<".mtry go>i:med by the rule ofl.iw.
di,ide the question. \Vell;.thcre ,v.u a ques·
tion before the Senate \,ith 247 parts and
· Ten,
Jo not nnmarily ,:,fort thcu cfth, · .
one Senator asked to Ji,ide the question and ' D.fll.Y Ecirn1.-:.
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. I love going to the movi~; I love luv• ·
ing my ticket tom, c:iting the popcorn
and enjOjing the slurcd c:xpcrience; in
the ,bric, watching something so bc:auti·
ful wd elaborate. I saw two movies this
past week; Ha,ing been on a junk movie
binge lately; a:iving formuli romances·
and comedies that seem to almost maki: .,
fun of themsch'CS, I dro-.'C (l','Cr to the
Varsity and saw View From The Top,
the mischiC\'Ously titled comedy sturing
nearly perfect G,\'Cn Paltrow as a nearly
times I can tell that a film could luvc
been wonderful if the film makcis and the··
perfect flight attemhnt. It
more thm
producers had just truncd the intellect of
. a little awkward seeing this movie as I
w:IS the only person in the thc:iter and the
the film goers a little more. I don't need
only reason tlut they lud to run the film
to sec sweeping epics or heart wrench•
at all. It was shown in the upst:tirs theatre
ing dramas to feel fulfilled. I just need to
and the projectionist lud to actually walk
be respected enough for the film to be a
p:ist where I was sitting :alone to get to the piece of ,rork, not a manufactured good.
projection room.
I may sound like a snob; but belicvc
He really shouldn't lu,-c ~then:d. I sat me I want to sec good bad movies as
. ~ugh an hour and a half of Gwenyth
much as the next person. I went and saw
patiently and v.iliantly stming through
How to Lose a Guy in Ten Days with
all sorts of odds and barriers to fulfill her
the expectation of being mildly amused
dream of being a flight attenJant, only to
and passively entertained and it could
lu,-c her give it up in the last fo'C minutes
not C\'Cn deliver tlut much. Th.it mo,ie,
for lm'C and instc:id becoming (spoiler
like so many othen, has been designed
warning) a pilot.
for the preview, :md once they have }'OUt
I ,,-cnt out of town the next day
m:incy the pad the plot with filler that is
. and took ad,-anuge of my freedom and
less believable dun it is interesting. The
,,-cnt to sec Adapution \\ith Nicholas
current m(l',ic tn:nd is a waste of time for
Cage pla)ing twin brothers. I left feelthe actors, writers, directors and most of
ing delighted. No, it wasn't a feel-good
all the audiences. CoUcctivdy it is ]O\\'Cr•
mmie, but my brain felt better. It wasn't
ing the c:xpccurions of audiences and
an easy mmie to waich; there \\-cn:n't a
contributing to shorter attention spans
and greater tolerance for st~pidity in
lot of bright and shiny things to hold my
attention, or any formuli to hdp me find . flots. Lets all expect more, and sec less.
my way. It was a nm-cl in film and it felt
intend to spend a little more time i.n
so good to be able to gi\'C my trust to a
the cwsic section of my local video store
mmie, and not be disappointed.
tlun in line at the movies until things
improve.
·
America is too often luppy with an
entertainment diet of andy bars and cot·
ton candy. At the \'c1y least I need a torte
Fdlm Pondmng ap~an'rwry other
or souffic; I think we all do. Being enter• , Frid.,y.Abigail is a 1ophomort in Er.:;fuh. . .
t:tincd should not
being \isually
Her ~ s do not nru1sarily rtjlrr~ tbou
.
.
. . .•
condescended to for nvo houn.Too ltl'1ny 1& DdlLY EGl7'1UV.

Feckless
Pondering

was

of', ~,,

mean

LETTERS
that people can be safe.
that being a soldier is one of the ~test honon
c>-cr bestowed on him. He said he could h»-c been
a garbage ITWl or doctor but he chose being a
soldier bcause he could help c>-crybody, not just a
few people.
DE,\R EDITOR:
E,-cn though I I.nm~ people an ha,-c differ·
cnt opinions, somcriraes they don't make me feel
,-cry good. Especially the ones who say mean stuff: •
:\l\' name is Kode,: and I am ;almost S. ;\Iv dad
Those people think they an say :tn)thing they \v:lnt
is in l~q and I mi,s him. Since three }~Jrs ago my
to and nobody \\ill get their feelings hurt. But that's DtAR EUITOR:
d..ul is all I ha,-c. But nuw he's gone to war and he
not tnic. There \\'C a lot of people sa}ing a lot of
might nor come home c>1:r. But he promised me :,c
~tutTthat was mean and it m:tde my head hurt. We
,muld. I am proud my did is a soldier, but I ,,ish
In \ \~ncsday's issue, Pad Ray attacked USG
didn't c>-en get to stay for class because what they
he could ,rav home anJ be• sol.lier like he used to.
on sc,-cnl issues, USG bu dont a lot rhi, }"Car, and
said
m.ide me cry.
.
I don't undc"rstand rc;illv whv we ha,-c to h1,-c a war,
will
continue to do more for srudenrs and I would
Sec, on base you don't hear bad srutT about sol·
but my dJd said there ;re l\;'O really ltad guys that
like to defend ouncl,-cs against this ncgatn-c ar-..ack.
dim. And ] think that if people knew that when
could hurt us and soldiers ha,-c to go protect us.
use;; registered S00 srudents to \'Ole and the results
morns and dids lm-c to lca,-c for duty, I.ids ha,-c to
l11Jt makes me pmud of him.
of that work were cl=ly seen in the city elections
li,-c other pbccs like hett, then they might not be
I Ji,-c \\ith my d.,J's best friend ~nd he ukcs
this week. USG has org:mized trips to Springfield
so mnn. Or ma)bc: if thcy "'OU!d think about how
me \\ilh him to school sometimes. It's a lot of fun.
scldien arc moms ar.d d.,ds and not just people who whcrc·srudents discussed cduation issues with their
llur where we go - I rhink the building is called
rcprcscntati,-cs md won some ,-cry strong support·
arc mean, rhen maybe they might not be so qcick
Fancr - there i, a bunch of writing on the ground
en in the ugislarure.
•
to say baad things about thern. l\brt, the guy I li,-c
about \\or. It'• not the good kimL But tint of all
The state is nO\.- consi<1ering a bill to limit
"ith,
said
that
people
arc
ai;ainst
the
w.ir
bcausc
·
the~· ,hnui-1 U>C p•pcr because they arc going to get
tuition hikes at Illinois collq,,cs o.nd we feel dut our
they think that soldiers should stJ.7 home o.nd not
in trouble ,f l,"lt•wnup< sec that. I know firsthand
work influenced this decision. USG .also worked
!,'Cl killed.
.
.•
about that. liut besides that, the words Jren't the
}'CU against the current ruition hikr.s and org:mizcd
• \\'ell, my did promised me he would not get
i,,•oo<l kind. They s.iy stutTlikc "no war" ,md people
a lertcr•writing ampaign that garnered ~re dun
killed and he '1as done his job long enough that he
who •upport rhe war :trc bad people. And one wy
1,000 srudcnt participar,ts. \\'c have con1i.·111cd to
knows wh:tt to do. But nobody \v:lnts soldien to get
there \\'Ctc :t bunch, nf people }-Clling at your school
\'Oicc our opposition to more incrcucs while work·
killed. but t.'iey still ha,-c to be supported. I guess
that the war was bad·•nd that the military \v:lS bd
ing constructi,-cly with the Administntion on more
what ] w.int to say to end my letter is tlut rriy did
and mran. Well. my did isn't :t bad guy and he im't
doesn't want .my m.m: ta..-cn to fall and people to . efficient spending at this Unn-cnity.
mrJn. He'• a ;:u,xi guy. Sometimes. he looks sc,•;i
USG spent less dun half of the Adminismrion
when he p•in11 his face all 1,-rcen, but lic's not mean. get killed. He wants people to not be scmd to ride
from r..'O )"Can ago and bu propo-..ai , :.udget to
in airplanes or kids to be scared about moms and
My J,J told me when he lcft that people have
spend
C\-Cn less next )"Car, which means S40,000 · ·
.LJs
going
tu
\\'Otk
in
New
\ork.
I
hope
1ny
ci
1d
different opinion• about soWicn and the \v:lr. but
· more for student c>-cnts. USG has "'On conccs·
and the other soldicn accompli•h their mission so
111 hold mv hrad up high and to alw.iy1 remember

Child's view of war
different from Faner chalk

a

USG helps SIUC
with positive actions

sions from the Administration on spending s~dent
money on Administnti>-c salaries and will no longer
paJ for the USG amisor - another S12.500 for
C\-cnts next }-car. \\'e .also dc>-cloped a fonding sys·
tern that is consistent and fair without catering to_
speci.:tl interests. This bu allO\,-cd a more equitable
distribution of the fee money and more di,-=ity in
student acti>ities.
While USG did not Jc.ad any prorcsrs, some
USG membcn were part of the 100 srudents pick·
cling to ,upport resumed negotiations bcausc "-c
\\-ere concerned about the educational mission of
SIU. We "-ere happ)· to sec that "ithin 2-i hours of
the srudent picket, the faculty and administmion
were bo.ck at the t.tblc. The non-violent resolution
for lnqi disarmament resolution was p1uhed for
by many srudcnts outside of USG and is o.n issue
that bu directly affected 93 SIU students that h»-c
bccn called to Jut\'. This is .also the reason wc ch<><c
to P'? a rcsc!utio~ supporting the troops that arc
fighting for this count!): . •
I wish I had space to gh-c )'OU dozens of other
aamples of whit USG bu done for student.. in
the last two )"Cars :tnd what WC ,viii continue to do.
I'm just worried that the slandcn actions or this
student arc allempting to d0\\11play the strength
and int1uencc of the student body at SIU that l!5G
has worked so hard to cml'°"'Cr. fhopc that P.1ul •
\,ill stop negative ampaign tactics and Le more
constructn-c for the students and a healthy USG
election.

Neal Young,.

w.pmiJmr, USG

READE~COMMENTARY
• L~:lTERS AND COLUMNS must be typewritten,
double- spaced :md submitted with author's photo
ID. All letters arc limited to 300 words and guest
columns to 500 \\:ords. Any topics arc accepted. •
All arc subject lo editing.
·

• We mervi: the right to not publish any lctt~r'i:,i-\ ·
. column;

·

· ·· '

,·:·

• LETTERS taken by e-mail (cdi1or@siu.edu)
a1:d fax (453-8244).
. • Phone number needed (not.for publication)
. .to verify auth,mhip. STUDENTS must include
- year an<f major•.FACULTI must include rank
and department'. NON-ACADEMIC STAt'F · ·
' include ~sition and department. OTI!ERS
include author's hometown. . ·
·

• Bring letters and guest columns to the
DAILY ·EGYPTIAN newsroom, Communications
Building Room 1247.

• Th~ DAiLY EGYPTIAN ,vclcomcs all
content suggestions.
• Lett~~ :ind colum.ns do not necessarily reflect
the views of the DAILY EGYPTIAN.
·
..
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Worldwide reported·sARS cases.

STORY BY SAMANTHA ROBINSON
GRAPHIC BY RANDY WILLIAMS

~
A

_

of April 3, a total of 2,2?3 C:J.SCS of
d#en Acute Respiratory Syndrome
{ ARS) ha\·e been reported with 78
rcsultiri'g in deatl1.
The majority of ClSCS ha\'C been in
China and Hong Kong, but there ha\'C
been 88 reported in the United States with
no deaths.
This mysterious illness has been found
in people who have traveled overseas.
There h.·we been few cases in the United
States, but it is feared the numbro will rise
~d C\'Cntually result in death.

The fo'l! people in 1Ilinois reported to have the
illness are between the ages of33 to 84.
Acrording to Kim Pyatt, admininratn·e nurse
at Student Health Services, not many students
-·· have been calling with conccn of being infected ·
· with the ffi\'Sterious illm:ss :ind attributes it to the
notion that there ha\-e nor bcen any cases neruby.
'Though rherc ha\-e bcen fa-e cases in IIIinois,
none Ju,-e been in the southern Illinois area; reported infections Ju,-c been transmitted ded to Hong Kong, Beijing and mainland China
P.,attsaid.
through persons li\'ing .1 the same household and began sho\\ing symptoms within 10 days of
. Some students said thC\· think about SARS and health care woixers who M\'e treatro patients returning to the U.S.
Four of the patients in Illinois arc from subu!'and tlut it may be more to the illness tlun just an \\iththeillncss.
According to the Center for Disease Control, ban Chicago and one is frori: downstate.
outbreak making people sick.
Some students said they \\'ere aslumed they
Ed Reed, a junior in cinema and photography SARS is reportedly spread· through the :iir. lf
from Clumpaign, said he thinks this is .:on- someone infected coughs or snca.cs, droplets arc did not know it w:1S a problem in the United
nected with the war in some way. He said he released and someone ehc breathes them in. It is States and more importantly in Illinois.
"This is crazy, I mean C\'efl though the first
has been following the
bcliC\-ed, put not proven
news about the illness
that a microbe called case was reported last year, it still scares you that
and thinks it could
coiunavirus causes the this may have something to do ,\ith the war
illness, but scientist have becau.<e we arc just now hearing about it on a full
pns.si'bly be some 1ype
of chemicil released in
not been able to officially media scale," said a junior in political science from
the air.
Chicago who refused to gn-e his name.
jdentify the cause.
"This is a shame
Also, it can be
for China and other
transmitted
through Treabnent
countries that ha,-e been
objects dut M\'C been
Since there arc so many unknmms about the
affected," Reed said.
contaminated.
illness, there is no clear treatment for thcr..c who
"We"re battling it, just
At this time, it is not may suffer from SARS.
·
not on the same )e\'cl
known how many of the
CDC and the World Health Ozganiz.ation
as them, but it's going
infections ha\-e spread !m-e both posted information on their websites
to C\-enrually shock us
in the United States but about the illness. As of yet, there is no specific
aswcll."
some cases Juve been cure, but because the spnptoms are cold and fluHe said if it gets here he thinks it will be a linked to international travel
likc, treatments include antibiotics normally used
temble situation thli he hopes""' will be ready to
Reed, said he worries about how the illness to treat bacteria common with pneumonia.
handle on a massive btl
•It's terrible they arc tdling us there is no cure
fost appeared and cvcn1ually spread. He said that
this rcntir.ds him of the super f..a from Stephen for this; Bdl said. MWlutC\-er is going on with it,
Signs and symptoms
King's "The Stand~
they should be telling us cvoything they know
The symptoms ofSARS are so
that
·
"The reports 1\-e he.am makes me think it was 'and why there is no cure.•
it is hard to tdl ifsomeonc'!lcrually h'\S the illness . chemically generated because nothing just pops
As of yestetday, the death toll' had not
or if they are just suffering from cold or the flu.
up; Reed said. "This thing is serious if a cold or risen, but the deaths that M\'e occurred since
Much like the common cold, SARS has flu can kill you, it's bigger tlun anything""' can No\'ember were bdie\-ed to be because the
signs and symptoms such as high fC\-er, chills, . C\ttcompreh~_-.
patients \\'ere older and some \\-ere o:poscd to the
headache, he.avy coughing, difficult); breathing
S)mptoms for a long period of tune without any
and shortness of breath or X-rays that suggest
. type of antibiotics.
pm:urnonia.
·%ere it aU began
· . ·Reed said he thinks this rouW be possibly
After being o:poscd to the illness for sc:v- . One a:maete fact known is where SARS man-made, and ifit is, whoc\n would do sonr-eral days, the cough may become a dry, hacking is reported to have originated. Acrording. to thing like this would ha\-c to be crazy and not
cough, producing nothing from inside the lungs. the Chicago Sun-times; Chi11:1·agreed to allow, . care about, orv:iluelife.
·
Signs and symptoms nonnally do not appear · health im-estigators into Guangdong- a south·
"We are messing with daiknCSS: Rcetl said.
until the person has been exposed for= to 10 cm province of Chi11:1. .
·
· , ."'The wnrst mankind has C\'Cr faa:d. If we Clll't
days. The fC\-er is usually the first sign to appear.
The first cases of SARS were f!:portc,.tin•. find'a cu_rc for cancer or AIDS, \\-e·arc w:zy
November and since then, China has h=l scac.:. · behind for :my new stuff""' arc facing."
Spread of SARS
th-e about the illness. It w.is not until March 16,CDC and: \VHO ha,-e ·issued guidelines
Jenny Bell, a sophomore in early childhood that the 01in2 Healt)t Ministry reported that the . on infection• control• precnnions. According to
education from Atlanta, Ill., said she 1'.ad not . situ:ition was under control and the patients wen: both websites, after hcalth in\i:stigators inspect
.·
·.
·
Guangdong, China, more information on _the
he.am :nuch about the illn= until her suitemate, cured one byone.
who works at the hospital; was \\'Dfricd that she
But since the fort."= was reported, there illness and its effects and possible treatment \\ill 1 •
may han: caught it from a woman·who went to h.r,-e been ne-.v
nearly c-m:y d:1y afO!lnd the. be rc!e:iscd; , · , _, , , . · ., . : . .
world. · . • · . ·,- · • '. ; ; .
: . ·· ',. ~e_,~h'?le siwation ~ i.c:uy; Bdl said;just
the hospital in fear that she was infected'.
MI didn't really know what it was, b-Jt after
; United St:Ucs (subhead) . .
. . . _:ilicut as SCI!}' as the West Nil~ Virus."
.·
Oftlu:88cases,19wercreportediriC:i.liforni:i,·•, ·
· •; " ·· ·
· ··
·
she told me what happened; I knew a little more
13 in New York and fo-e in Illinois. ·
· Rrporur Samant!-,a RcJ;inRm ran b( u,it:hd at_'..: 2.: ;.
about itt Bell said.
~cdly, ~ five people in Illinois :ti! f?Vsrobinson@daUycgyptian.com
·
··
In China and Hong Kong, it has been

Mysterious illness
in China has been
linked to deaths,
but none
m the U.S.

common

=
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·Official vote cotlllttoda,.y'
Flanagan eligible
tO contest Count
'
county clerk:says.

.

· Sara Hooker
· Daily Egyptian
City Councilwoman Maggie
Flanag.in has until April 11 to con- •
test her 21-\'0te loss Tuesday in her ·.
run for ma)'Or, according to Jackson
County Clerk and Recorder Larry
Reinhardt.
.
Reinhardt sald a petition for
diSCO\-cry could be filed as soon as the
official \'Ote cam"2SSing is completed..
It takes place today at 10:30 a.m. at
the Chic Center and is npcn to the
public.
If requested, the di=ry process
\\'OU)d c:x:arnine up to 25 pen:ent of the
precincts, or 6 precincts of Fbnag.in's
choice. Among the aspects that could
be examined :.re particular problems

EARN $500 - $620•
WHEN YOU QUIT. ;
. . SMOKING'. ·.... · .
WITHTIIBINL
SMOKING LAB

wit~in th~ precincts, ~allots ~nd. on !°me· of the devices 'at various
voting devices and their operation· prconcts Tucsday, but rcpain lm.. not
and byout. The candidates can be uncommon on Election Day. .
present.
1nat's not something that would
Flan:ig.tn.didnotrctumtheDaily ever hold water"in a challenge;
Egyptian's phone alls Wednesday.
Reinhardt said. "It's standard that
·.
Reinhardt ~id Flanag.tn can people brt2k the stylus:·
always ask for an entire recount, but · He said hopefully rcpain will be a .
he typically disrourages candidates thing of the past, as Tuesday's clcction
to do so bcc:iuse of cost. In order to will prolnbly be the last time Jackson
rerun the ballots, the county has to County will sec punch cards; He said
call the company back in to opcr- the county should be tra:isitioning to
ate the iriachine.. In· addition,· the . the paper scan, which wiU save time:
preliminary tests must be performed and money.
· "··
ag.iin, widt the entire process costing . • "It's tremendously more •roiw..;~
about $2,000.
nient for \'Oters and election judges;
He s:iid the b:illots could be Reinhardt s:iid. .
•, •, ,. · · ·.
recounted, more accurately and more ·
Reinhardt said the Federal Help'.
thoroughly by hand. ·
Amcria Vote Act inspired . the:
In order to file for discomy, the com'CrSion and that the federal gov-'.
unsuccessful candidate must be within crnment might be picking up the tab.:
5 pen:ent of the \'Otes of the winner. More information· will be. available.
Flanagan rccei\-cd 1,753 \'Otes and · this summer.
· ·
winner Brad Cole accumulated 1,n4,
:· ~ , • ·
about a 1.2 percent differential.
&porttr_ Sara H()()l:tr ,an h rradx,l al .
Reinhardt s:iid repairs wen: made
shooker@dailycgyptian.com

•COMPLETELY
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Teacher says· he's victim of anti--Arab
bias at Florida Atlantic University ·

(

Jennifer Peltz

FAU's chief attorney, Ondin.1 Fdipe.
Center of Boa Raton, Hamu also
The unh'CrSity is petitioning the haswrittenaboutanti-Ar:i.bsentiment
commission to reconsider its findings, and Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the
FORT LAUDERDALE, which ate an early step in.a state SouthFloridaSun-SentincI.
Fla. (KRn - Mohammed Khalid employment-discrimination claim.
Still, according to the commission's
Hamza, an educational technology The commission is charged with findings, Hamu had five }'Cars
researcher, saw ~is star rise steadily in C\':lluating claims of employment, of superb evaluations, enjoying :m
his first fo-c }'Cars at Florida Atlantic housing and some other forms of "excellent• rating in C\'Cf}' category
Uni\-crsity.
discrimin:ition.
each )'Car as he approached the tenure
But bis fortunes took a sharp tum
The findings, if they stand, \\'OUkl process last yci.r.
'
I.1st year. After an education-college allmv Hamza to take his case to mil
The College of Education had
committee concluded he wasn't court or a state administr:i.tr.-c heating. recognized his ·research on ed~caon ~-oursc for tenure, he \\':IS told
He s:iys he hopes not to ha\-c to.
tional technology, and students had
this \\oold be his last )'Car at FAU,
·rm still hl>Ping that with the new nominated him for a teaching honor.
acronling to Florida Commission on administration of (FAU President \Vith a computer-scienoc colleague,
Human Relations documents.
Fr:i.nk) Brogan. that the hardships · he Jud applied for a parent for dcsignHamza, an ad\'Ocate for Muslims will come to an end; H1.mza said. •1 ing a system for conducting laboratory
on campus and in the community, \❖:mt C\'Ct)1hing back that was taken experiments onlinc. In 2000, he won
thinks he's :i victim of anti-Arab and a\\':I)' from me unjustly:
. one of four unhusity-wide President's
anti-11uslim bias. So does the hum:in
Hamza told the human rebtions Leadership Awards. ·
.
relations commission's cxccuthi: dircc- rommission he was the subject of
In June, a committee of his fellow
tor, who issued a finding last month ethnic slurs and slights among col- education-technology f.iculty narrowly
supporting Hainza's allcg:itions of leagues almost as soon as he arm-cd at agreed Hamza was on track to apply for
employment discrimination.
FAU in 1997. He S:l)"S he differed with tenure last fall. acconling to the com"Then: is an abundance ofevidence oollcagu" mn grading sundards. A mission findings. T,m months later,
that Dr. Hamza's national origin and group of foi: education prof=rs, he the education faculty's tenure commitreligion pla)-cd a major role in the deci- told the commission, determined to tee cnncludcd he was not. He \V:lS told
sion.~ that the unh'Crsity made; com- get rid of him. Four of the professors soon after that his con:ract would not
mi~ion chief Derick Daniel wrote.
could not be rc:iched Monday. The be renewed, the commission found.
. F1\U, hm\'C\'Cr, S:t)"S its reasons for · fifth declined to ccmment.
11canwhile, four ,v!ute male facnot renewing Hamza's ~nrract arc
Hamza brought 'his conocms to . ulty members \\'ere recommended for
purely academic. Unh-crsity officials College of Education official• in tenure \\ith far less scrutiny, according
would gi\-c few details, pointing to 2000, :ind they arranged :i meeting to the commission report.
state Lm"S protecting professors' aca- that soothed relations for a time.
Butthe unh-crsil)· S:l)"S it dC\"C!oped
demic C\-aluations. But FAU maintains
But tcnsi_ons fumed again after qualms about Hamza bc:ciuse he Jud
Hamza h1d a history of misstatell'Cnts the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, exaggerated his academic accom:
in his n:s11me and unprofessional a;.1~ Hamza S:l)"S.
plishments in appl)ing for unn-crduct in the classroom, accorcling to the
•;-.. ly being outspoken made some sity awards, and SC\'Cr:ll students had
h·Jman relations commission's report people not so happy _ but I'm an complained that his course materials
·md portions of a unh-crsity response. immigr:i.nt -' I bcliC\'C in American were confusing and he was unhelpful,
Hamza sa)"S the supposed misstate- freedom of speech; said Hamza, a a-:cording to. L-ommission and FAU
ments \\'ere l)pogr:i.phical errors, :ind naturalizcdAmcricancitizenwhowas documents. Further, the unherthc classmom compbints just retalia- born in Syria and raised in Kuwait. He sity questioned whether Hamza had
rion tow:ird a tough teacher.
!us li\-cd in the United States for more offered students extra· credit if they
·We \'Chemently deny that either than 20 }"C:trs.
\.\'Ould nominate him for an award.
his religious beliefs or his ethnic origin
An. adviser to. the FAU l\ luslim
Hamza sa}"S the unhusity's claims
had any bearing on the decision; said Student Organization arid the Islamic arc not true.
South FltJrida Sun-Sentinel
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Rugby Class\~.·
·

West of Baseball Field;
By Evergreen Terrace Park_
Saturday. April JS1h
. 9am - Dusk
(all day event)

Come out and support the rugby team!

I·.

· This pers~n c~viously didn't hear
about the· . .. .
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SAFETY

bouncl
photos & words by LESTER E. MURRAY
Trent Perkins, junior in electrical engineering and German from
\Vayne, checks o\'tf one of 234 motorcycles owned by the l\lo:orcycle
Rider Program. The program is one of se,rcral operated throughout the
state. Perkins is a ccrtifid rider coach. He teaches motorcycle safety at
weekend classes that take place e\'cry week at the SIUC location 1nd
consists of a 24-hour course. The classes arc a maximum of36 people and
one instructor per C\'tr)' six students. The motorcycle he is checking out
is a Honda 250 Nighthawk; All the motorcycles owned by the program
arc maintained at the site. The program is funded by grant money and ·
· has been for the fast 30 FUS· Eddie Starkey is the assistant coordinator
for the program. An}une ,interested in taking the program must fill
out a mail-in form, which is av:ailable at locations such as motorcycle
dealerships or the Illinois Department ofl\fotor Vehicles'.

U.S. forces reach Baghdad, take
control of airport
·u.s.
·u.s.
Drew Brown, Juan O. Tamayo
& Martin Merzer

Sultan Hashim Akhmccl, said the official, who
A senior
official said the
plans to forces had "not targeted the power grid in
requested anon)mity.
.
· establish a mil administr.1tion run by retired Baghdad," raising the possibility that Iraqis
!illi.Rht Ridder Newspapers
"It incrasingly seems that Iraq is running out Gen. Jay Garner as rapidly as possible ar.d
blacked out the city, perhaps to make in\'2Sion
ofreal soldiers and soon all that ,V!!l be left will be begin dclh'tring relief supplies almost immcdi- more difficult or to pfC\-cnt news from the capital ·
OUTSIDE
BAGHDAD,
Iraq . war criminals," R•1JJ1Sfcld said. Asked if Saddam atcly.
·
from reaching other parts oflraq where fighting
(KRT) - The ,-:ingwro of U.S. ground forces could cut a deal now, Rumsfcld said: "There's not
·nic ofrcnsh't mm-cd so swift!)· Thursday continues.
·
tV..hed to the gates of Baghdad, stormed one a chance."
·
that it left milituy planners scrambling to keep
U.S. adv:anccs also were reported in northern
Firefights erupted along SC\'tral fronts up. Col. Fred Milburn, chief planner for the 1st lraq,whereasmallforccofU.S.spccialopcrations
of Saddam Hussein's presidential palaces and
seized a key objecti,'t Thursday night - Saddam Thursday, but most were fleeting.
Marine Expeditionary Force. said his swf w:as soldiers linked up with hundreds of anti-Saddam
International Airport.
At the airport, just 10 miles southwest of still \\'Ooong on a contingency plan to invade · Kurdish guerrillas. In Najaf, a key Shiite Muslim
The occupation of an airport bearing his the city center, clcmentJ of the U.S. Army"s 3rd the city.
holy site in central Iraq, U.S. troops ITIO\'td into
name dealt a humiliating symbolic blow to lnf:mtry Division blasted Iraqi positims with airAsked if the plan had a name, Milburn said: the city center after a top loc:u Shiite lcada issued
Saddam and could allow U.S. forces to airlift strikes and unk fire.. Iraqi troops responded with "Just 'lbe Attack on Baghdad.,.
an edict urging citizens not to intrrfcrc.
troops, equipment and possibly 2 .1cw, ~onal . only light -.-capons a:xi briefbursts of artillay.
U.S. commanders refused to saywhctl-.cr they
U.S. special forces raided a presidential palace
govmunent directly to the regime's doorstep. • , The runw.1ys initially were bcliC\-cd to be would immediately press the ad\':lllCC and attempt ne:u Lake Tharthar, about 5S miles north of
•Gentlemen," Army Capt. John Whyte, 31, undamaged. A series of loud explosions rocked to penetrate closer to the core of Saddam's power Baghda.f, after setting down in a helicopter under
of Billcria, Mas.., told an infantry company the :m:a early Friday. The ~rec w:as not immc- or wait for any remaining rcsisuna: to colhpsc.
emu of darlcncss, officials said.
over the radio, "we arc now entering Baghdad diatc!y known.
.
But Marine and ~ officers said they
U.S. Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks called it "a
International Auport, formerly known as
. Armored columns passed smoldering Iraqi rcccr.-cd orders giving them C\'tntual rc¼x,11S1oil- known residence used by Saddam Hussein :ind
Saddam International.•
. ·
personnel c:aniers and foxholes containing the icy for specific sections ofBaghdad.
his sons.• Analysts said it sm-cd as a rccrcatio~.
"A vise is dosing and the days of a brutal retreat for Iraqi leaders.·
Other U.S. units established a new fiont line mangled bodies oflraqi soldicrs.
within six l'lllA. ;if the capital, a city of 5 million
"I don"t know what kind of bomb did thar, regime arc coming to an end," President Bush
No regime leaders were captured th=,
people that lost much of its clcctrical power but it sure as hell \\'Orkcd," said 1st Sgt. Michael told Marines and their families at Camp Lejeune Brooks sa.~, but valuable intelligence documents
Thursday night for the first time in the war.
"Todd• Hibbs, 36, ofBoisc, ldaho.
in North Carolin.a. "Our destination is Baghdad were seized.
•
Iraqi soldiers offered only modest resistance.
As organized Iraqi _opposition seemingly and we will accept nothing -less than· complete
Other commandos, in some cases joined by
Some Iraqi civilians cheered and flashed the wilted in most :areas, commanders worried about and final victory."
,
'· ·
com·mtional forces,. raided three hcadquartcrs
thumbs-up sign to advancing Amcria.n troops.
ambushes :and cautioned that hc:avy combat still
U.S. commanders' said one U.S. soldier w.u buildings of Saddam"s B.uth Party and caprured
Dcfcruc Scactary Donald Rurnsfcld said could loom if Iraqi soldiers arc hiding in cities- killed Thursday and .n unannounced number lraqicommandpostsandothcrstr.1tcgicfacilities,
U.S. troops "arc c1o.ct to the center of the Iraqi and w-,ms.
_•
wm: wounded or missing in two possible friendly olTkials said. ·
capital than many American commuters :m: from
The rcl.·tivcly easy ach.-ancc of U.S. troops fire incidents.
·
To the cast, where 20,000 Marines su~
their downtown offices."
suggcsto.1 ~t Iraqi commanders could no lorgaOfficers sul they were i=tig2ting the tow.ird Baghdad, Cobra helicopter gunships
U.S. special operations troops also controlled coordinate the remnants of their forces - or that possibility that a U.S. P:atriot missile mistaltcnly raked apparent Republican Guard positions with
the road bct\,ccn Baghdad and Ttkrit. Saddam's large numbers oflraqi soldiers M't slipped into brought down a U.S. Navy· F/A-lBC Hornet, rocket and machine aun fire for two houn. Thro,
home town about 100 miles north of the capital, B.i.ghdad to conduct urmn wufarc.
trii;gcring ;, scan:h for the pilot, 'and that ari Air they halted for·J0 min~ ,vhilc Marines "ith
blocking that escape route, though new questions
"The taetical situatio.--. could be very different Force F-lSE Strike Eagle warplane mistaltcnly _: louw~ wgcd enemy soldiers to surrender.
about Saddam's ph)"Mcal condition emerged on from what \\'t suppose, anJ so, you"n: fJ!t going fired on U.S. ground forces.
.
Few did. .
, :. . __
·
Thursday.
to lia,'t to be ready for lots of things," said Gen.
They also confirmed tha: six were killed :and
"'There may not be cn<.-ugh to surrender,"
A scn,or U.S. intelligence official s..aid that Richard Mym, the chairman of the Join: Chxii four injured in the crash late Wednesday of a Marine!~ ,L Larry Brown said. "1ncy may h.-n-c
recent intcrccpu .luvc piclccd up no trace of of Stiff.
_
UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter that rrjght ha\'t already
i :
·
Saddam and no evidence that he is stillin charge.
He seemed to rule out trying to conquer ,been caused by mechanical trouble.
.
· :
Still, the abscr.cc thus far oforgani1ed rcsisThc intelligence official !:ud CIA analystt now Baghdad block by block, saying that U.S. forces · The i:icidcnts raised the U.S. cb,th toll to at tancc rcrnained a concern.
bcliC\'t that videotapes of the Iraqi icadcr broad- would iso:.·te the regi 'llC, strengthen tics with the least 52, with many <>thers wounded.
.
.•] dou't know if that's :a good thing or not
ca.,t sirn:r the war began wtrc ,mde pmr to the Shiites who make t.-p half the city's population
For t.~ fint time since the_ w:i: bczan more • because sooner or latcc" _we have to run into thi., ,
co11flkt. Tu cvidcr.cc ·suggests that Bagr.dad's · and ~t up ar1 interim gm'tmmcnt outside the . than two weeks ago; pcmu ouugcs cascaded dude's army somewhere; said \Vhyte, :a company
d:li:nse is 1- <' ,ng run by Defcruc Minister city.
through much of the capit~. M)'tfS s:id. allied commander in the Army's 3rd Infantry Division.
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LETTERS
CO"lTINUED FROM rAGE

1

number.
Pommier said she hasn't heard the
specifics. but ,,-dcomes :iny efforts
that may lead to fewer byoffs.
"Tlutwould be very good news,"
she said; "If they don't need as much,
of course nobody's going to lie disappointed."
If the :administration desires, it,
could still send out JO-day layoff
notici:s to employees, and then retract
them if SIUC's budget outlook
· . impro\'es, Pommier said.
Glenn Poshard, vice chancellor
for Administration, declined to comment on any hints from Springfield
that · the budget cuts will be less.
SC\'Cre.
"\VhatC\'Cf' the gm-crnor's office
put out, · they emb:ugoed, so wc:'n:
not :it liberty to discuss that; he said.
•We're still waiting on the official
word from Springfield. Ono: \\'C ha\'e
that \\-cwill be turning in recommendations to the chancellor."
But Pommier also noted that
the Illinois Education Association,
which represents ACsE, is a powerful lobby group in Springfield that's
working hard to protect workers from
potential layoffs.
And :although she hadn't heard
word from legislators of lighter cutbacks, Pommier said then: is hope.
"There is some ,;cnse that the gO\'ernor is softening on this," she said.
Jim Clark, an IEA representative: for ACsE, said lobbyists in
Springfield arc working behind-the-

LAYOFFS
C.'Oi'lll1'UED FROM rAGE

I

down to the next IC\-cl':1:1d take that
classification and.salary. That person,.
in l:l!m. niJy go down, and it don]inoes
until an open position is filled or there
an: no !o,,-cr classifications, in which
case. someone is laid off.
One COLA . cmplo)tt, who
wished tci remain anonymous, said she
was bumped out of her position and
intends to go down _the line, though
she: doesn't want anyone else to lose
their job either.
"lt's'c:ithcr tha;. or I'm out of a job;
the source said. "I don't want to do it.
but I don't ha\'e a choice."
Mon: layoffs are expected after
the gm-cmor announces the budget
April 9.
"\Ve ask the patience of the campus; Wendler said. "I know how Jurd
this is for people and if I had ans\\-crs
to give, I would. I know thc:rc arc a lot
of rumors fl}ing around, but all I can
do is beg for patience: and let C\'Cr)'Olle
know we're s:nsili\'c to pc:oplc's jobs."
. Ruth Po;nmkr, president of the
AssociatiunoiC-wiJScrvicc:EmplO)'CCS
at SIUC, said she was told t o ~ as
many as 100 la)uffi in a single portion
ofhc:r bugaining unit of 525. ·
Wendler said that he does not
t:XpeCt numbers to be that high, but_
admits there could be sever.ii lay o~ .
•As soon as we set the clarity to
m-cal what needs to be done, wc will,"
he said. "But right oow, there is no

·.
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Bush ·Visiij:camp Lejeti.rie,. shares

scenes to make theii ~ :and push.
for less SC\'Cf'C measures. , . ·
"They do their work quietly,"
Clark said. "We spent the: last .48 ~
hours letting our lobbyists know how·
much wc :ire affected. That message
is just in the process of working
through the pipeline." . . · .·
·
Ron Hutchesori .
And although Clark ackn()}vl-,,
missing. Bush assured their lm-cd
. Knight Ridder Newspapers
edged· that the state budget deficit
ones that their sacrifices will not..
needs to be fixed, he said it's not fair •
be_ in vain:
· CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C.
for Civil Service emplo)'CCS to bear
"These missions are difficult
the brunt of the: burden•..
(KR"O ~ Linda Romasco limits and they are dangerous, but no one
The impact of the B•perccnt figher intake of news from Iraq to late · · becomes a Marine because it's easy,"
ure, if implemented, i. that it would
at night or early in the morning, 10 Bu5h said to applause. "Marines arc
come from the entire. )-car's budget
avoid scaring her children. Jennifer. in the thick of the battle. Having
but only applied ·,o the remaining
O'Brien says she watches "almost traveled hundreds of miles, we will
months of-the fiscal period, which.
unti!.it hum," c:vcn though it lea\'CS ,now go the last 200 yards. We're
ends June 30. ·
· ·
on the advance.· Our destination
her unable to sleep at night.
If indeed an 8 percent cut tak.."'S ·
Both women \\'ere in the crowd is Baghdad, and ·we will accept
place, it ,yould be the equivalent of a
Thursday when President Bush nothing less than complete and
32-pcrccnt reduction.
came to North Carolina to share total victory." .
"If the go,-crnor wou'!d ask me,
the burdens of ,var with some of - But the chc:.:rs that the presiI would say ifs too late in the )'Car,
the people who feel them mOit dent's \'isit generated were tinged
·directly.
. ·
· · "ith tears for tltose who will rome
let's deal with next year's budget,"
Clark said.
Few communities ha\'e as much home:'\ caskets. Aii~ J.is speech to
Although the reductions could
personal stake in Operatio~ Iraqi· more than 12,000 l\larines, family
,-cry well affect office and clerical
Fn:edom as the: neighborhoods·; members and supporters, Bush met
wo:kcn represented by ACeE,
clustered around Camp Lejeune, a priwtc!y with ab_out 20 relatives of
Pommier doesn't think that's what
246-square-mile inst1llation tha1· .fo-c Marines who have died in the ·
has sent about 20,0QO Marines to war. Many wore lapel-pin pictures
Blagojcvich want..
the: battlciront.
·
· of the dead Marines.
"I don't beliC\'e the governor's
"E\-crybodyin mync:ighborhrod
The JS-minute session was
interested in balancing the budget
is deplo)-cd, just about. It's just all "teary" and Bush himsc:lf ,vas
on the backs of the most low-paid
employees," she said. •
women and children," Romasco "teary-eyed," according to a senior
said, cradling a newborn daughter administration official who briefed
Rrpcrttr Kati~ lJa-1:is m::rihut,d to
whom her husband has seen only reporters afterward on the condi1hi1 rrpcrt.
i1 e-mailed photographs. "All the tion of anonymity. The families
families are in the s:ime boat."
induded several small children,
At least a dozen Camp Lejeune including 6-week-old twin girls
Rrpcrttr Ben Borlin
mn k rt(l(kd at
11,1:irines h:ive died in the war with and a 2-week-old baby. "Thc:s-:
Iraq. About a half-dozen mon: are were young Marinest the official
bbotkin@dai.lyegyptian.com

Purdens ()f. war ·with families ·

clarity,"
The SIUC campus cmploys'ncarly
2,000 civil service: cmplo}=, about 2S
percent of which operate under unions
other than ACsE: More than 7S0 arc
not rep=ted at all
. It is unclear whether or. not the :
employee. "= union members or
represented in a bargaining unit, but
Pommier said they were not ACsE
cmrlO)=•
.
.
Pommier said she expects m<'St
!aydfs
for
ACsE-rcprescnted
emplo)'CCS to be confined mainly
to Ac:idcmic Affairs, office systems
specialists, office systems assisunts
and Administration.
·
"Thc:rc is a great deal of fear and
worry of COU"SC for the civil service:
c:mp!O)"CCS," she said. •.Many of our
cmplo)-ces arc older fc:nules who
retum~,i to the workforce as the
primary brc:idwinner. The a\'Crage
salary is between Sl0 and S12 [per
hour). Many still ha,-c mo~gcs and
car payments and t},dr takt home salary may only be S1,000 a mc,nth, cbr
and free."
Vice Chancdlor for Administration
Glenn Poshard said that he U.t'CCts:
most of the layoffs to come from th:
Physical Plant, which houses the most
employees in his department. but no
one is absolutely s:afc:. .
.
"The affects go all across the dnision," he said. -We won't ha\,: a unit .
. not affected in ·one way or anotl,icr." . .
•

said:
,.
Bush tried to cc>'!"furt the gricv~
ing family memh<:ri with comments
including "you're an ins!)iration; "a
tower of strength," "he's in hea\'Cn,"
"God blci:s you all," "the world will
be more pcacc:fui- and "I'm pr.>ud
of you."
·
Among comments from family members to the president: "He
lo\'ed being a Marine," "he !O'lc:d
his country" and "he was proud to
serve," the official said. ·
Asked _hmv Bush handles such
situations, increasingly common
since the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11,. 2001, the official said the
president· "doesn't relish it" but
realizes it is the job. of the commander•in-chicfto "lead the nation
in joy and sorrow. -· You nc:vcr get
used to ccnsoling someone: who just
lost their son."
Bush; "Nho tra,-cled to the base
with. his ·.vifc:, Laura, assured the
families that the nation shares their
pride, as, well as their grief when a
lo,-cd one dies.
"Cam·, Lejeune has lost some
good ;\brines. E\'CJ}' person _who
dies in :he line of duty lea,·es a
family t .ut griC\-cs: he said in his
speech. "No one who falls will be
forgott> n by this grateful nation."

The University HQnors Program cougratul?tes
the winners of the 2003 Super ~tudent SchoJ~rship
·. and 25.Mos,t Distillguished .Seniors
Super Students;
Egla Ballta•

, Stephanie DeRunt:.•

College of Business and Admini:.tration

College of Engineering

25 Most Distinguished SF-nioirs;.
Joshua Aaron
L Jllege of -Science

. Mollie .Volan •
. College of Liberal Arts

T"nya Northern

Adeniyi ltc!esokan •

College of Business and Administration

College of Euginci::ring

, · Om.:irBaig•

Emily Osendo,r

College of Applietl Sciences and Arts

College of Liberal Arts

Kelli Belangu•

Lindsey Schult:.•
College ofEngincering

College of Business and Administration

Sarah Schweizer

Stepluinnie CtJbrera

College of Business and Administration

College of Liberal Arts

Jacob Sinclair ..

Stephanie Collins•
College of Liberal Arts

College of Liberal Arts
· College ofEduc.itir.1 and Human Services

Shawna Co"'man
College of Agricultur.il Sciences

. N,uhaniel U~hJ~•
College of Science

'

&pcritr Kiw vdvism~k·~ at
lalms@dai.lyt-gyptian.co_m

RegimJ Hobbs
College ~f Engineering

Christina Um Hoom
College of Education and Hu!!'~ Services

Stn·en Little
Jason VanSickle•

College ofEng~m:ering

. College of Education and Human Serv_iccs

Andrea Lockr.art
EriJ:n \hle:qua
College of Applied Sciences and Arts

' College of Science

~lorgan Look•
.'>fary Wallace

College of Liberal Ans ·

College of~ibcraJ Arts

.

. Natalie Met:.•

College of Liberal Arts

· · Kendra Moo~•

. E.-f.lc.Wiatr•
.':. College of Liberal Arts ·
.f:.

Co!legc:'ofEducation aod Human Servi::es
1
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European nations want majouole ,i11opost-war Iraq::
Warren P. Strobel

Knight Ridder Newspapers

BRUSSELS (KRT) - The
United States and European nations
met Thursday for the first time
since the start of a war that bit
tcrlv divided them and confronted
andthcr potentially explosive question: \Vho shoul,I reconstruct and
rule post-war Iraq?
European diplomats pressed
Sccret:1ry of St:1te Colin Powell to
give the United Nations a major role
in establishing :. new government
in Baghdad and making other key
decisions about the future of the
country after Saddam Hussein is
gone.
But that view is at odds with the
Bush administration's. \Vashington,
while not ruling out a place for the
United Nations, is drawing up plans
to oversee Iraq's reconstruction and
install an interim Iraqi government.
"I think the coalitipn has to play
the leading role in determining the
way forw:ud. That is not to say we
will shut others out," Powell said
after a hectic day of meetings with
colleagues at North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) headquarters.
Powell said it was time to move
beyond the "heated disagreements,

serious disagreements" over the U.S. of acrimony; said Lord · George
'· The discussions Thursday dwelt what happens in the country. •But
decision to go to war "and align Robertson, secretary-general of the mostly on _gencralitie,, · with the . beyond that the U.N: will ha1-c 10
.
potentially contentious details of a intervene,• he said.
ourselves again, with the need to 19-nation NATO alliance.
Still, de Villepin,_who led interserve the In.qi people."
\Vhcn a reporter suggested post-war plan put off for b.ter, the
national resistance to a 1var in Iraq,
His European counterparts Robertson was perhaps too opti- diplomats and officials said.
·
agreed, but did not back off their mistic, the NATO chief replied: • Po\\:cll said he told his collear,ues seemed to be at pains to a1-oid another
view that the United Nations, which "I'm. a~vays optimistic, but I'm not that in . the initial. period after the dust-up.
•1 think we should be very pragWashington ab:indoned in its deci- stupid.
fighting stops, coalition military
sion to invade Iraq, must be returned
The picture is further douded by commanders would be responsible' . matic," he said.
European diplomats also pressed
to center .nage.
. a raging battle in \Vashington over for stabilizing the security situation,
France and other European post·W.lf Iraq.
eliminatingweaponsofmassdcstruc- Powell 10 rapidly . begin mediatpowers, where. opposition to the_
Aides to Defense · Secretary lion a~ disarming remnants of the ing peace betwei:n Israel and the ·
war reflected public opinion,"say Donald H. Rumsfekl would like Iraqi anny that posc,:i thrcaL
Palestinians, which. they sc:_c as -·m
.
they will not be able to get domestic .. S)mbolic blessing from".. 1he United
At t~e same time, Powell said, the antidote 10 the anger sti~d up in the
backing for reconstruction aid or Nati<:'ns for their plans to inst:11l a coalition will create an interim Iraqi Arab world by the Iraq campaign.
Bush and Powell have said that a
peacekeeping troops unless the new Iraqi government, but little else. authori!)' that will be given incrcas~
•road map" for peace will be released
United Nations controls the process. Some Pentagon offichls are pushing ing po,yer as time goes by.
•If he (Powell) wasn't before, a plan to appoint a new':idministra-· · · He ~id he hoped U.N. Secretary- as soon as the nC\V Palestinian prime
he's very much aware now of the lion dominated by Iraqi exiles :and. General Koff Annan will soon minister, Mahmoud Abbas, is. con- .
importance that the European members of the Iraqi ·National appoint a personal representative for firmed in office.
The road map should not merely
Union attaches to a U.N. role; Congress, led by contrmi:rsial·figure Iraq who will supervise the flow of
said Christopher Patter., the· EV'~ Ahmed Chalabi. ·
humanitarian aid and work with the be published, but rapidly implec."<ternal affairl commissioner.
State Department and CIA offi- coalition that sent military forces ,10 mented, the Europeans said.
The diplomats also discussed a
Still, Powell's hastily arranged cials say the new gO\i:rnment must the Persian Gulf.
.
Virtually C\'Cry European nation possible role for NATO in post-,ur
visit here seemed to heal, at least a be made oflraqis who have remained
Iraq, but came to no conclwions.
little, the breach in •!ans-Atlantic in the country as well as :he exiled ,vants a larger U.N. role than that.
opposition. And Po1\,:II secs a U.N.
· facn British Prime Minister Tony
NATO, too, was fractured by the
relations caused by 1'. ,•, ,a_r.
Nume:ous foreign ministers role that is more r"an S)mbolic.
Blair, President Bush's st:1ur.chest ally Iraq war, when France and Germany
prJised the secretary's· decision
Powell said the nature of that role in the ,var on Iraq, has parted \V:l)'S balked at invoking the alliance's
to come and listen to their views, was still under discussion.
with him or. the i.suc.
self-defense clause to protect Turkey
calling it an c.-:implc of consultation
"\\'c can't base European policy
French.
Foreign
Minister in case it was attacked by neighborthat the Bu,h administration has too on criticizing the U.S. But we also . Dominique de Villepin acknowl- ing Iraq.
Said Lord Robertson: •1 believe
frequemly skipped in the r .\St.
can"t base European policy on edged that the United States and
"Today's
discussions
were persuading the Penugon," said EU British forces on the ground in Iraq today's meeting shows we arc
will ha1·e initial responsibility for through the worst."
characterzed by a complete lack official Patter..

Iraq temperatures to hit triple digits New ·system to track
Tom Infield
Knight Ridder Newspapers

-

WASHINGTON
(KRT)
As Amcric.n troops st:1nd poised

for an assault on Baghd:id, the season's

first spate of 100-dcgrcc weather
could ha,,: · an impact on comb;ir
operations in central Iraq.
For the first time since fast fall,
the w,·~thcr forecast is for triple digits
Saturd.iy and maybe Sunday in the
areas where tens of thousands of U.S.
troops arc concentrated.
That could make life hell for
soldiers and Marines cooking in their
armored 11:rucles. But the military
predicts no significant slO\,-down in
ground action.
"If you hal'e to get into your
(che:nical) gear, it is ~ing to be
detrimental to combat operations,"
said Army Lt. Col. Gary Keck. a
spokesman at the Pentagon for U.S.
Centnl Command.
"Ifyou ha,,: to stay buttoned up in
your tank. it i~ going to affect op-:rations," he said.
"But is it going to ha\'e an imp~ct
that is significant or makes any difference? In my humble opinion, the

answer is no," he said. "I can tell )'OU
that soldiers deal with heat ,-cry \\,:JI."
The troops, who usually need ·
4 gallons of water a day each for
drinking and washing from their
helmets, may n«d 6 t-:> 7 gallons on a
100-dcgtcc day. But Keck said tanker
trucks_ C\'Cn he·.wy-Jift hdicopren, in
some cases_ were ddi\'Cring adequate
water to the front lines.
Having m~rrhed 250 miles into
Iraq from Kuwait, U.S. troops ;o far
h.1,,: encountered daytime: weather in
the 80s and 90s. The "-orst obstaclehasn't been heat but a huge sandstorm
that slowed down combat for two or
three da)"·
r..lilitary an~lysts suggested O\'Cr
the winter that if the United Sutcs
and its allies in\'aded Iraq, it would
help to do so before the onset of the
nearlycontinuous 100-dcgtccwcather
that begins in spring and runs into
October.
·
Todd J\liner, a meteorologist who
tracks lnq weather from Penmylvania
Sute Uni,-crsity, said Saturday \\'Ould
bring a burst of unscasonahl)·
weather to the whole l\liddle Ea..1. ·
Then O\'Crnight, the troops ,,,:II
_get some relief, he said. Temperatures

should drop into the 60s in Baghdad,
a city of nearly 5 million people. In
rural areas; the O\'Crnight lows could
be in the 50s.
Come l\londay and Tuesday,
daytime highs should fall back into
the SOs and 90s, Miner said.
Official _ military forecasts arc
cb.ssified.
"\\'c jwt don't want the ad,,:rsary
lo know what we know. -· It's intelligence, really," said Air Force Lt. C,.!.
Tom Frooninckx, who is in charge of
weather forecasting for the combat
zone.
Frooninckx, who heads a team of
more than 200 forecasters at Shaw
Air Force Base in South Carolina,
said teams of Air Force weather
obscn,:rs \\'Cre \\-orking in Iraq with
Army units. The l\larines also hal'C ·
forecasters.
The t,~ms sometimes use weather
balloons to get high-altitude wind
inforn1ation. They also uke ordinary
barometric .ind temper~turc readings,
then report their finc!in~ to Shaw by
a secure Internet connectio,1.
Frooninckx said that the better the
military could predict the weather, the
better it could prepare for iL

.foreign students does
not work correctly
Dena Bunis :

..

-

with this d:u:i transference problem, immigration officials said.
•This has· been a very aggresWA SH ING TON (KRT) sh·c timetable; said Johnny
- The new federal system for \Villiams,
interim
director
tracking foreign students at the for interior enforcement. By
nation's colleges is fraught with August, more: than one million
computer glitches and other . international s~udents will be on
problems that must be corrected SEVIS. ·
for it to be effectil'c, experts told a
\Villiams
promised
the
House panel on \Vcdnesday.
subcommittee that he• would go
Ever since it was revealed through all the criticisms and
.
after the 9/11 attacks that sc,·eral report back to them.
terrorists had at one time entered
At Cal State Fullerton, officials
the United States on student who used to be able to spend much
visas, Congress has put pressure of their time \\-orking with foreign
on immigntion officials to get students and faculty to enhance
a S)'Stcm in place lo ensure that
their college experience and solve
those here on student visas actually problems, now spend more than
attend classes.
half of their. !imc trying to figure
Such a S)'Slem was mandated out how to deal with the new
by Congress in 1996 but was never system, said Bob Ericksen, dirccimplemented. Congress demanded tor of international education and
it again in the 2001 Patriot Act.
exchange.
Now, say officia!:. from the
Sally Peterson, dean of students
new Bureau of Immigration at University of California, Irvine,
and Customs Enforcement, the said there are 165 different "reportS38.!, million program, called able C\'Cnts" that need to be entered
SE VIS _ Stud:nt and Exchange into SEVIS _ from a foreign stuVisitor Information System _ is dent changing a major to changing
UCPD, which then conuctcd the Harness said.
•.
operational and should' be_ fully an address..
Los Angeles Police DepJrtment.
Golomb added that her unit had
functioning . .in August when
Higher education. officials say
UCPD said the LAPD bomb squad fully evacuated the building fo·e
roughly one million students arc they understand and support the
arri\'ed on scene, and upon further minutes after the request to leal'e the
the placed into the S)'litem.
need to better track foreign _stuim·esrigation the hollowed-out · · building aired o,i:r the announcement
Not so fast say college officials dents. But some students say they
book was found to be filled with system. Because the medical plaza
. who. complain . they can't get arc \\'Orried about what's happening
marijuana.
caters to the needs of outpatients, all
accura!c help from those running with this information.
·
Y1-onne Golomb, a sixth-floor were able to Jea,-c the building in a
tfie system and :1hat it can take
Despite such concerns, foreign
sonographer at the medical plaza, was . timely fashion, Harness said.
a month to correct a simple data
student enrollment is up 5 percent
· Despite the smoothncs~ of the
looking out of her window at about
at Cal State_ Fullerton; and went
entry error. .
_
9:30 a.m. when she noticed irregular evacuation, he added that there \V:IS
•The system · doesn't work," from 1,597 last )'Car to 1,859. this
activities taking place outside,
• · still frustration as tight schedules
concluded Rep. Zoe Lofgren, year at UCI.: · . _.
. ,., .'c.
"Caution tape was being put up, were disrupted and crowds were
D-San Jose,._during We.lncsday's-·.
Beyond''. cci the . computer
and no one seemed 10 know why," forced to· stand on \Vestwood
hearing of the House immigration glitches, said Glenn Fine, Justice
Golomb said.
Boulevard outside the plaza for about
· subcommittec: .. Lofgrcn. said she . Dc:p?rtment Inspector General, is
·
The event was un:isual, Golomb 40 minutes.
recchi:d a seven-page letter from the concern that much of the work
said, ar,d she ,vas soon after asked to
•fai:ryonc had just gotten to work
Stanford University outlining the for this system has been done by
lea\'e the building.
and settled in," Harr.ess said.
deficiencies of the prognm.
•
poorly-trained. and under~super·
· ·Wc\-c always only had planned
· .. In :. 1>i>ical Ja7, sonographcrs sec
One of the most ·.glaring· vised contract employees. · • .
patients every 15 minutes,. Goloml? · .
fire drills until now," Golomb said.
glitches _seems 1_0 be one where · In a report issued last month
The drills appear to have \\-orked 'said, and these patients·cxpect to t,c
confidential - student data is : Fine found for cx:imple, that conwell, according to Darnell Harness, · treated quickly. . ·.
·:
: .
inputted into the system· on ·one· tract investigators sent to schools
also a sixth-rloor sonographer.
"People were jwt being sent a\V:ly
campus but shows up on printouts to make sure they were legitimate
"l1 was ·an.· orderly.· evacuation; and traffic was backed up," Golomb
• at another institution. An outside· _wc:ri: filing incomplete :ind poor
110 pushing oi shoving," said.
there
conlr~ctor has bc~h _hired fo 'deal.. , rcpor~~r ·.': '.
' .;

,,·,.=

· The Orange County Register

False bomb threat rattles UCLA
Mari Nicholson & Charlotte
Hsu
Daily Bruin (U. California-Los
Angeles)
LOS
ANGELES . (UWIRE) A bomb scare
iur:::.upted morning routines at
the Univcnitv of California-Los
Angeles l\lcdi~al Plaza shortly after
9 a.m. \Vedncsday, but investigations
yielded evidence of marijuana rather
than cxplosil'cs,
An announcement on the PA system instructed people inside the 100,
200 and 300 buildings of the medical
plaza to evacuate immediately. :ifter
instructions given by the building
manager, according to university
police.
UCPD said a rcfath-c of a patient
at the medical plau notified hospital
security about a "su:,picious package•
- a book with all its pages tom out..
Hospital · security contacted
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~ POLICE IMPOUNDS!
Cars & trucks from $500! For lislings
caB 1-800-319-3323 ext 4642.

1991 CHEVY LUMINA, light beige, 4
dr, 6 C)1, fuel Injected. 136,xxx, new
tires,S2.2G01im1, 61El-351-8538.
1992 WHITE POlffiAC Grand Prix.
145,xxx miles, good physical cond,
S2000 obo, 549-8510.
1995 BUICK ROADMASTER,
Only 35.200 mi, exc i:ond, ale, pis,
p/w, ~. leather ln!erior, dual pow ;r
seats, Ollise, amnmtcass,
Dark maroon, $6,700,

, BDRM APT, $300, quiet area, wa•
ter& trash Ind, Also house & trailer,
.529-2970,Sl9-3899or~ 363•

Rooms

·

val!) palici

ldlchen,quiet,saleneighbc.mood,

1 BDRMA?TS .. lumorunlum,NO

-::--:-;-ce_d._~_c._S29_~58P.1--~-:-~-hall.-1·=i~.~~~~

:a~~=~~

t::i,~~:'~~-~

in1emalional grad,over21

no wo;'t, $1000, can 924-6660.

' Furniture·
---------·1

studenl.
1•

1 BDRM,CLEAN,Ouiet,cfose1o
CBJll)US.prefgrad un/umished,no

le3se,callS29-38lSorS29-3833.

pets,$360,529:3815. •
·
1 BDRM, LUXURYapl,nearSIU,

~~

Roommates

Grin, 1st & last +-dep req, no pets,
c.i,U 61&-684-5649.
•

3 & 4 BDRM, exlra laige rooms;
walk lo campus, 2 ba!llS. dair, w/d,
no·pets. 549-4608 (9am-7pm).

efficapt,S200,avail~~-

'

·
.

. :

SZ75,avall!iJ24,605WFreeman.

a

·
.

....-

~u~=c!:=-~9-~~~ ·-----~------•
1 BDRM IN 3 bdrm pouse,
to· _44

S100 EACH WASHER, dryer, relrigerator, stove& freezer.(90daywarranly)AbteAppriances457-7767.

a
doseoff
can-pus. wld, first mo rent 112 ''
203-1361, $250/mo, no lease.
OR roommates needed, house
1
2
dose to caJll)us behind rec, wld,
aJc.greatJocation.549-9643.

REFRIGERATOR,6MO,$250,wld,'
Maytag. 4 yr,S350,slOY1!,S1D0,25"

OUIETROOMMATEWANTED for
next yr Aug-May, 1,000sqtt. 2bdrm

Appliances

1V,S75,32"iV.S265;457-8372.

Musical

~~~:!;!r,e12~~~=

, prel.Call351~asklorDan.

--------DJ'S, VIDEO'S,_l'A'S,
'~~i::~.457-

5641.

.

Electronics~·:,·

Sublease

'FEMALENEEOEDTOshare3bdrm

~~~-.~+

May 15-Aug 14, lg bdnn, contact
Lindsey 203-6986.
'
FAXm
Fax us your Classified AtJ

2

a1c. c1ose

SUB NEEDED ASM>. 600 S Univer•

sily.

24 hours a day!

JOOmS

avail.

1;tum,wldinap1.eeagrills,457_22.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
1 BDRM, QUIET area, window air,
~ dogs, avaij Aug, canS49 -008 1•

L

j$ 850..00 OFF!

'

!cmaybcmon:)forFall2003

:,· _GomeSccforYoqrscJO

.

'1'~.
Aeg;ptjnrBam-J!igm._

..

-

..

o:>S.:W~

-2SUBLEASERSFORsummer,1g2
, bdrm,1balh,c'a,wld,basement.al•
~-~xcloc::Ition,call457-731_o.

1o

\

600WcstMillSt..
P~ 549_1332_.
www.stcvcnsonami5-com

l

Oaily
'E,gyptia17

laundromat, 549-4937.

Include the 1011owing information:
•FtJu name andacldll!SS
·Oates lo publish

. •Classific:>t;e:i wanted
-,,veekday (8-4:30) p ~ number
FAX ADS are subject to normal
deadlines. Toe Daily Egyptian
. serves the right 10 edit, property
class.'fy O!' decline_ =tad.

re-

SUBtEASER NEEDED FOR Lewis
i'arl<, 1 bdrm. slarting May, rent neg.
can 351-9232.

SUMMER SUB NEEDED, lg 1 bdrm.
mid May- mid Aug, exc location,
close 10 caJll)US, call 549-3575.

Internet
Classifieds

618-453-3248
DAILY EGYPTIAN

.Move in clwing·April receive
112 offrent for the month/

Days~.

Evenings 351-6923.

88' MERCURY TOi'AZ, 4 dr, runs,
net!ds engine, several new parts,
must sen. S700 obo, 351•7138.

p

~~tr:;~~~~-

1 BDRM NEWLY remodeled loft.
dosetocaJll)us,w/d,S4251mo,1yr
lease 529·2030.

Sinc1Al:.UKJS2l0/HALL.mo,·a~1rom~u.utisem~

SPIDER WEBS DAUGHTER,"buy &

. 2 6DRM 12T, aboYe Mary Lou's -

- - - - - - - - - '3BDRMAPT,4misoulh,2full.
1 BDRMAPT,new,CedarCreelird. · 2
pa~"'~i1~~amp1e
battis.wJdooolwp,quiet,fireplace,
11uge rooms w/d, da $460/mo •
•
•
r:Ja, app1 L"ld, 457.2035.
c:'.an 528-0744. . • pn- ; =-2-BD_RM_FURN--duplex-_
-.__at_7.;..14_E_Col-_ 1·608--l/2_W_Cheny
____;_1arge-'--studio--apt,-

-NI_C_EST_AOOMS
___
IN_town.
_ _w/full
___ I

FEMAtE SUBI.EASER NEEDED .•

Auto

~ ~~~~~!~~~• 11.ay

=~~S3000,

I

Based.on consecutive
· runningdates:
1 cay
$1.40 perfine/perday
3d
$1.19 per Ii~~ per day.
.
10 days
.87¢perline/perday
;;.
20 days
•

')

• .

Motorcycles.

. CLASSIFIED·
: LINE .

.73¢ per line/ per day
•1-900 & legal Rate
• $1.75 per line/ per day

:

cycles.iunningornot,payingfrom
· S2Sl0S500,Escortswantec1,cau

2p.m., 2 days
prior lo publication-

block!=.

ca:rpus, water aoo tras-i inc!, no

10am. Bag sale 1 pm, Lunchavait

· WANTEDTOBUY:vehicleS; inoior-

REQUIREMENTS

.

~~~-

1 &2BDRM UNFURN.'1

plants, books, iewe_l!y. baked goods,

7531 -

11.40 per tolumn

·

URCH WOMEN UNITED; H1Jn- .

.:~~~~_;:~.Au-

ONLY$5.

Miscellaneous
FOR SALE, DOCTORAL cap, gown,
& hood, fits pefS0!1 abOtltS10", $50,

457-4285.

; Rent 'l)xlay
for Fall 2p03
Imr::529-2241 Fu: 351-5782

'

.cos E. Q&gc

.

www~.cam

LewiS Park

for as.long
as your ad
is running

Apartrn~nts

in the paper

S0CfEast Grand Avenue·
Carbondale, IL 457-0446 ·
457-0446

535-3311~

Bonnie ·Owen, .

Ptoperty Manageme·n_l

;_:1 SUIIANCE _
. ", ·_AU .Drivers~;·

. .

AUTO - IIOHE ~ .MOTORCfCLE

•. .· MONTHLYPAYMENTPLANS. :.

;JIM SIMPSON; l"SURANCE
':;.··· :_549~Zl89:,.

816 ~; Main St., Carbondale·• {618);529-~.Q54·
. . Now o en Saturd s b a intment~.
Creekside:: 711 &709 s. Wall, & Grondplace - 900 ~ Grand:
luxury 3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths~ wasl-~r & d~r, dishwasher, ·'. . '
garbage dispose I, range and refrigerator, central air and heat, _,
wireless i~leme~. Coll 529·205.4.
--

,:N*• Ca,ll!o,~Cly!,

·•·

. ·._

: ,,Askabout.ourother lism1gs. ·

,;
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A FREE MONlH'S RENT, S170
MOVES YOU IN, 1 bdrm, 5300/ mo,
2 blks from SIU, laundry on site,

618-457-6786.

A GREAT PLACE to live, 2&3 bdrm
apts, we p.1y yo-Jr uf.l.'ty tms. one

DAILY EGYl'TIAN

COLONIALAPTS, 1433 EWalnut.
very clean. basic cable Incl, Goss
Property Mgmt, 529-2620.
COST EFACIENT 2 bdrms in Desolo, S350/mo, one avallwith wld,
$395/rno, no pets, 457•3321.

_block
__
imm_ca_mp_us._S-'_9_-4_729_.- - J c obdUrmNTR'
,
$400/v
SETTlmo,aNvGa·,516/1ml.tro,bdmsrm1u_'
APT$ AVAlL FROM attordab1e 1
and 2 bdrm, to deluxe town houses,
S325/rno, avail immed, Lrtit Incl, 985catl (877) 985-9234 or s:!7• 3640.
3923.
APTS, HOUSES & trailers, c:k>se lo
SIU, 1, 2. 3 & 4 bdrm, no pets, Bryant Rentals 529-1820 or 529-3581.

Beau'Jfut offlc apls, C'date historl•
cal d:slri:t, studious atmosphere.
wld, ale, hn:fwdllls, nice craftsmanship. Van Awl<en, 529-5881.

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO APT, wes!
side of carr.pus, newly remodeled,
457-4422.
'
5ROOKS1DE MANOR APT, quiet
living w/spacious 2 & 3 bdrms. all
Lrtil ind, newly updated laundry lacili•
ty. S250 security deposit. we are a
pet friendly community, can today for

your personal tour, 549-3600.
C'DALE 1 BDRM, 1 bath, clean. no

trills, basic amenities, tor Ille person
on a budgetS300/mo, 457-6521.

'DALE ARE.~, BARGAIN, SPA·
IOUS, 1 & 2 bdrm apt, water &
msh Incl, ale, no pets, call 684·
145 or 684-6862.
C'DALE, 1 BDRM, tum, 2 blks from
SIU, cla, no pets, S250I mo, 529 •
1422.

NEW RENTAL UST avail on front
porch ol office, 508 W Oak, Bryant
Rentals, 529-3581 or 529-1820.

LIKE NEW DUPLEX, 2-:l bdnn, 2
baths, wld, energy effic, lots of SIOt•
age, ale, call Van Awl<en 529-5881.

COUNTRY SETTING, PRIVATE pa•
lio, carports & laundry fao1i1y al our
roomy 2 bdnns on Country Club Rd,
12 min to SIU, cats allowed wt additional deposit, $420/mo, 457-3321.
FOR ALL YOUR student housing
needs, call 201-6191 renting now for
FaTI2003.
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 2 bdrms
at Vail Apts on E College & Wall St,
water, sewer & trash incl, no pets,
S235/person. 457-3321.

LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME?
Schilling Property Management is
1h11 answer, we have 1, 2, & 3 bdrm
apts reasonably priced, close to
campus, pmale parking. launcliy on

NICE 1·2 BDAM,UNFURN, great lot
grad or professional, $375-$405+
dep, yr lease, no pets, 529-2535.

site, some apts OSL ready, too
many extras to list, slop by & pick up
a list or properties, 635 E Walnut.
618-549-0895.
LUXURY 3 BDRM, close lo town &
campus. rnalt!le bathroom, frenc:h
doors. aystal chandelier, wld, cla; ·
S885/mo, avan May 15th, 201-1087.

WCE, NEWER. 2 bdrm, lorn. carpet,
alc,dosetocampus. 514SWaU,
no pef; 529-3581 or 529-1820

M"BORO 1 & 2 bdrm. $275-$360/mo
+ dep, trash & water, 1 furn. avail
March.June, & Aug,call 687•1774.

HUGE 1 BDRM APT. on Oak SI,
new kitchen. WOOCf !loors. shady yd,
S300/mo, 549-3973, Cell 303-3973.

L@@K M"BORO LARGE clean. new
carpet, 2 bdrm, carport, no pets, unfum, Aug 1, S425fmo, 684-3557 PM.

REASONABLE PRICE EFAC, 2

SPACIOUS STUDIO, FULLY fum
Apts near campus, ale. cable ready,
laundry facilities, free parking, water
& trash removal, SIU bus stop, man•
ager on prim'!ses, phone, 549-6990.

call

STUDIOS, CLEAN, QUIET, water/ .
trash Ind, tum or unlum, no pets,
avail summer or fall, $265-$290,

NEW LAKE ASHLEY apts: 1, 2 & 3
bdrm, cla. w/d, lg decl<s overlooking
lake, 529-4S36 or 534-8100.

529-3815,

~~~~~~~-~~~~-~

·~Q~• 6K1r
~

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS for rent & 3
bdrm house avan now & May, call
nM Property Mgmt 457-8302.

~~·

·¾•
t

LG 1 BDRM, Oak SL recently remodeled, lg deci(, shady yard,
S2BS/mo, 549-3973 or 303-3973.

WALKER RENTALS, ·
JACKSON & WJWAMSON CO.
Selections close IO SIU ano JOHN A
HOUSES
,
APARTMENTS·
DUPLEX
TRAlLERS
TRAlLER LOTS
NO PETS
Renting for June 1 and August 1
457_.5790

S180/$2_10, 924-3415 or 457-6798.

EAR CAMPUS (408 S Poplar)
uxury etftc, water & trash incl,
n site wld, no pets,
684145 or 684-6862.

-~

it .

t.-r y_ .

J

,
¾e

ALPHA

T·lllllf1M'~s
~r
li".I.LJ
••
11'Vl'VlllVG
.11.Jl'U
ll.H.
~t.r
I
OUT. r,t

(we can't believe it either!)

r,r

¾a ALPHA IS ALMOST FULL! -~t

¾i-~Jarosl.ane$570·-780-~s10
Be-0dle A$78o~r:
'
;~ ~ 1000 Brehm $780-~508 Beadle $825~~

~-

.

;~ -~ 408 W~rramore $645·~ 607 S. OaJzJand $1003 ~~
A

-~

1' 457-8194 A\' lf,.D,I-VA457-4.281 ••
•I (office) .f"iU.;JI. 1..1
(fax)
.r

~i, "W,NW".al.pharentals.net
Alpharental~aol.com
It
·•
it~~ ~.fhfh~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ , ._I

-

,.,.... ,·.

.<~::,;;;~•5 •

~-.; •,~•tt•.

C

v,ai:lable; f:clH 20,dit'-•

-

•

-

'

•••••

,

•

'

;

."";.·

..,

SUMMER/ FALL 2003
6,5,4,3,2, 1 BOAi.ts
549-4808 (9am-4pm) No pets
Rental t'st at 306 W College 14
TOWNE-SIDE WEST.
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
Paul Bryant Rentals · •

blks to SIU, special summer rates

MDVEINTODAY.1 bdrm,509S
wan or 409 w Pecan, no pets, fum
or untum, 529-3581,
•

GREAT LANDLORDS FOR FALL@
606 E Park 1 & 2 bdrm duplex apts,
no pets please, 1-618-:1393-4737.

~~~!'!;.W'ct!~:~;~~~-

canVanA--:t<en 529-5881:

NICE & QUIET, 2 & 3 bdrm, d/w, microwave, ice-maker and more, avail
now • Aug, 549-8000.

; ; ; · ( ~ ~ - ~.... ~ - · · ' ; . . :

~~J

. 457-5664.
•
Cheryl K, Paul, Dave

-We have you coverndl..-ISi

Tho Dawg House
Daily Egyp'.ian's online housing
guide at
:Jtwww.dailyegyptian.com/dawg ,
house.him!

Townhouses

DAILY EarrnAN

(LASSIFlEDS
400 E HESTER, huge 3 bdrm by
rec. d/w, wld, private patio, parking,
av all 8•16, 54!¼-1058 evenings.
HUGE 2 BDRM, private fenced

deck. 2 car garage, ubl room; whirlpQOI tub w/ garden window, Unity

Poim School District. c:ats consid•
ered; S780; alpharentalsCaol.com,
www.atpharentals.net. 457-8194.

NEAR THE REC, 2 bdrm, 11/2
bath, off street parking, cats considered, $470, atpharentals@aol.rom,
www.atpharentak.net, 457-8194.
NEW 2 BDRM, 2 car garage on·
Oakland between Mill & Freeman, 2
1:-ASter suttes wlwhlr1poOI tubs. w/r.1.
d/w, $1000, cats considered, avaU
Aug, atpharentals@aol.com,
www.atpharentals.net. 457-8!94.
NICE 2 BDRM, great for grads; pro-

3 BCRM, WEU. maintained, high
ceffing w/fan, 1 bath, 2 bay windows,
ale, deck.. pets considered, avail
Aug, $645, 457-8194.
www.alpharentals.net

805 N JAMES, 2 bdrm, refinished·
• htdwd llrs, ale, w/d, yard work ind,
805 W COLLEGE. nice 5 bdrm,
wlbasement, hrclwd f.tS, w/d, av-..il

201-6191.

TOWNHOUSES

306 w College, 3 bdrms, da,

fum/unlum, summerllal leases,
5494808 (9am-7pm) No pets

Duplexes
2 BDAM UNFURN DUP, small pets
ok, water incl, Cambria area,
S375/mo, call 457-5631.

'

·

·

APTS; HOUSES & trailers, close to
SIU, 1,2,3&4bdrm,nopets, Bry. an!Rentals529-1B2Dor529-3581.

May-Aug, SSOO-S550lmo, BlJ.2726•.

BARTENDERS, FEMALE, PT,
MUST BE 21; WlU. TRAIN, exc pay,
Johnston City, 20 minutes from
C'dale, caD 982-9402.
CRUISE . LINE . ENTRY level onbc?ard positions avail, great benefits,
seasonal/year-round; 941-329-6434
/ www.cru_isecareers.com

FULi. TIME COOK. no exp req, •
3:30-10:30 Mon-Sat. can 549-5032

iz;VJ!JCl=AIJ:-.f'lm:R'.:R:STo'c:aii'i=-'.'""ll
.____ ,.......__....;..;;.;..;;..;~'-'-a..;.;.;,.1

~=-•

VERY NICE 2 bdrm. lg yd wlpatio, 2

~~~~~~J~?'
Houses

....--~..WORK FOR RENT.~••....- ...FOR MORE INFO CALL.......
....._

........549-3850 ................... _.

............HOUSES IN'Tl-!E...._ ...
....._.Country HUD APPROVEO-...

·-·-·--..549-3850.._ .
1 & 2 bdrm. S400 and up, no pets, 1
yr lease. residen!ial area, please call
529•2875 lor appt
.

1 112 BDRM CHARMING oo-ry COi· •
tage, new l<ilchen. air, w/d, pref grad
or older, 5450 + Ulil. 457-2724.
2 & 3 bdrm houses to rent in Aug,
tor more lnfonnation caD 618-5492090.
2 & 3 BDRM, nice & quiet area, da.
w/d, no dogs, avail May & Aug. can
549-0081.
.
2 BDRM HOUSE aval May, ale unit.
large yard, htdwdlllrs, $500/mo,
549•2090.

C:~1:

waler
549-4471.

:i::.~n:~t;"=;:.-~:O.;~;J"=~V::·

457•3321.

JOVANEUA, D8..JH8..Pwan!ed,

2BORM, UNFURN,.liler,$28Slmo
pets ok. no ale, 457-5631.

St, C'Oale.

~r!'.::::~rr:=
:o~~.c~~

remodeled units, water, trash & lawn
care tum. laundrOmal on premises,
_Aug_,54_9·_7867_or_967_•7_867
___
• _ _ 1_
~~3. Park, 2301 S
C'OALE, 3 BDRM, basement. da. ·
.....,_
w/d hookup, ¥..lier & traslJ incl, avail
_no_w_._$151_&-'-_mo_.68_1-2_4_7_5._ _ _ C'DALE Ba-AlRE. NOW renting 1.,,
1
C'DALE, 3 BDRM, large yard, w/d
surM\ef', !a,R, spring, extra nice, tum
hoo!WP, $52!:lmo, ava3 May, 417 S · 1.2,3,bdrm units, 2 blkS from SIU,
Washinslon, 687-2475.
S200-S625/ mo, new units avail, no
C'OALE NICE, 2 bdrm+ extra study

·':':..~qu~~~
out.
- ,,... ~

HERRIN, 2 BDRM newly remodeled,

pets, Mon. Fri 9 ~• 529-l422. .

da, w/d & heat, pet optional, base-"
men!, $55Q/lll(), caD 942-5374.

C'OALE, $235/MO, NEWLY REMODaEO, VERY CLEAN, 1 bdrm
duplex, betwoen I.Dgan/StU, water,

HOU_SES FOR RENT,. 2.3,4,& 5
bdtms.~i:;w/dhookup.avallln'. ·
Aug_2003. Pets ok, 983-8_155:

=•=~~,nopc_ts,

529

•.

rentapartmen:incarbondale.com

LARanGAugE3 BD29RM233,
da, w/d hoolaip, , C'OALE, 1 BDRM, $250,'mo, 2 lidim
•5 ·1
S2S0-$400/m0, water, gas, lawn &
·
LARGE.4 BDRM near campus, 2
trash incl, no pets, 800-m-4407.
ba:hs, wld, da, deck, $240/ per
EXTRA NICE l ,2.3 bdm1 smaD quiet
_bd_rm_._a_vail_M_ay_1_s,_20_1_.1_0B1_.__ park near campus. !um, ale, no
1
NATURE LOVERS WANTED for our pets, 549-049l or 457-0609.

av

~~mo~~:tsi~lr:Si!ts
an util Incl, $27fJ/ea, caii -457-3321. '
NEW RENTAL UST avail on front
porch of office, 508 W Oak. Bryarit
Ren'.Als;529-3581 or529-1820.
NICE, UNFURN. 2 bdrm, 2 bath,

den, w/d hook-up, big yard, 5590/rrro
+ dep, yr lease. 529·2535.

PERFECT FOR SORORITY OR
ffiATERNfTY HOUSE, walking d:-stance to campus, please can Clyde
Swanson at 549•72!!2 or 534-7292.
PET OWNER'S DREAM, fence,
shed, porch, w/d, ale, 314 bdrm, energy eff,c, Van Awken, 529-5881:

NEW 16X60, 2 fuQ bath, 2bdrm, da.
wld hookup, walk-In closel,
$450/mo, 20l-6l 9 I.
NEWLY REMODaEO 14 x 60, 2
bdrm. 1.5 bath. super insulation
package, gre·t Jocation on SIU bus
route, !um, da, no pets. 549-0491 or
457-0609.

:-li1.."E 1 & 2 Bdrm, S180-S275, lawn
& trash incl, mgmt & main! on site.
549-sooo; •
u1e an
oa e
2 bdrm startlng at S2BO
Recently remodeled, quiet, sale,
pnvate 1aunc1:y, yard main!

provided,

~l~~i~~~.:~~ks

LIFEGUARDS, CITY OF C'Dale;

ten1)0r.:ry, pl positions (no benefits)

~0:Y!3ur~:=-st
at the City's beach on Cedar Lake

sion of a valid Red Cross Card for
l..ileguard Training, must be In good
physical condition, salary; 57.99/ tir
Residency Boundary req • apply at
Qty Hall, 200S tDinois Ave, C'dale,
by 5 :00 p.m, April 11 , 2003. EOE

handy person openings. Camp Is lo-

=:~

~'"

.=sn:::;:.

~~~{~~

Road, Joliet, IL 60433 or B15-T23-

3449.

•

YARDWORKER TO MAlNTAlN cur•

~~"::~~:eon'
+
scheduling, 20 hrs a week. send
resume & pay expectations 10 PO
BOX 2574, C'dale, 629'.l2.

JOHN'S AFFORDABLE HANDY•
WORK professional painting. deck
resloralion, staining, waterproofing,

=xl~=r!.=''
INSURED, caD 529-3973.

I

PROVIDING HANDYMAN ;ERV•

check.com or caD us Toa Free at

549-4808 (9 am-7pm) No Pets

. Free rental TISI al 306 W College #4

ICES, painting. minor plumbinglelectrical, hauling, yard v«xk. roof repair,
tree service & much more, 5492090.

_!::""'i""O.,.0""'R..,.S""IO'""F•F""ior'"'summe==r_,..•1

storage, &10 & 10x10, can
-4405.
.
. ·~
TERM PAPER EDITING! Edi1in;1

~~r:t.:e=v!!-~-

(866) 693-EOIT.

hOUse.hlml
WEDGEWOOD HILLS 2 bdrm, tum.
da. storage, S360-S480, no pets,
549-5596.

AJ?YER'n~.ING: POLICY

~::1~~~~~

ll-!E DAWG HOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'$ ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE AT

:/Jwww.dailyegyptian.com/dawg

2003· Cl!..ASSlFIED

NOW HIRING SUMMER.&taff lot

3 bdrm•310,313, 610W Cherry
405SAsh,321 WWalnut
· 1os s Forest. 306 wco,nege
2 l!drm• 305 W C"?llege
406,324,319WWalnut •

jason awatry" 1tichardson
!Execu.tive Counci['Member ofdie Year
~nlre 'I'limr£son
Committee '1-fealoftfze Yea~
jason 1tujftn

~~~~1!nd

2 BDRM, FENCED yd. deck. quiet
neighbomoocl;w/d,S500/mo, 1 pet
ol(, ref req, ava~ Aug 1, 687•2475.

care

Pi· ~yya 9\~ha,

NEEDED, DAY SHIFT cook, evecaD 687•

5

3 BDRM, 11/2 bath, wlr.1. 1300 sq II.
garage, near SIU, SBSO, no pets,
family n;:..;g~ 529-4000.

www.ctawgdates.com

FREE memberstip. No Spam.

woufa(ife to conoraiufate
gttfifete oft1ie Year&! !Bratheroftfie Year

~a:::::::•

2 BDRM HOUSES, 537[...450/mo,
on SIU bus route, no pets, can 5494471.

3 & 4 BDRM. eictra larye rooms,
wall< to campus, 2 ballls, dalr, w/d,
no pets, 549-4808 (9am-7pm).

LOCAL PHOTO PERSONAL ADS

'lhe §entfemen of.

cal cond. residency boundaiy requiremoot, salary, $9.90/hr, apply al

included, no pets,

TWO MILES EAST of C'dale, nice,
dean. quiet mobBe home, water,
trash, lawn
included, NO PETS,
taking applications, 549_-3043.

screened porch, no pets, 201-6191.

FOUND DOG, LIGHT tan color, part
rat terrier, housebror.en, looking for
a good home, can 54~-6942.

1; ~

SUMMER/ FALL 2003

~:;~J;-~-~~~:·

AUSSIE l.AB/ROTTWIELLER mixed
puppies, some spotted, bladt. and
b!aek and while, call 687-3660.

Red Cross certilied & In POSS8fsion

~~~

4bdrm-503,505,511 SAsh
319,321.324,406, WWalnut
305 W College, 103 S Forest
501 SHays

2 BDAM, W/ study, cla, w/d, new
flooring, new paint, 500 S Washington, avail now, cal 201-6191.

AOULTCATWOULOliketofinda
good home, spayed, dedawed,
shots, etc, caD 549-7847.

~~~~~~m=

tgshadedyd,somepetsaUOV.t> l
Schilftllg Property Managemen!
635EWalnul
618-549-0895

2 BDRM HOUSE, tum, near SIU,
ample pa!l<lng, nice yard.
457-4422.

UNNEUTERED MALE DOG found
near 91h & Maple St, owner must

.iderilily, 684-2390.

~=~~~~~?ale•

----------• ~!!~~:,,~:,1~~i~;
& traslJ
can

1

bdrm,

lril)erators, washers, dryers, aimput, ers, !V's, worldng or not. 457•77fi7.

-SSOO--M-0-BI_LE_H_O_M_E_lo_r_sa_Je_.nea-r- 1
cafll>US, maysta;ron lot. needs .
Lake, May23-Labor Day,-responsibath floor ,·10f1<.
-44 _
ble lorworldng w/ & supervising the
549 71
__MUST SEEi 2 bdrm trailer... ....
.......$19:Jmo & upll!l bus avail;...-...
___ Hurry, few avail, 549-3850-.....

.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,

OUlET, CLEAN; 2
w/d, prefer
mature indMduals, ale, S500/mo,
61~14,

FOUND IN ll-!E Wood-{ Hall parking
co April 2 after-

lot silver ring, found

noon. can Barbara at 453-4271.

altefSpm.

$540/mo, avail May or Aug, no pets,

NEW CONSlRUCllON, LUXERY 1
bdrm w/ study, on lake front, fire.
place, 1 car garage, d/w, many ex•
tras, 549-8000. ·

457-6167, egrellal<e@msn.com

WANTED TO BUY stoYes. a/r!s, re-

1-S00-293-39~ex151:.\

. - - - - - - - - - - ~ • -i&-m~-.,:=-1d-,3-,~,..,·nrce,..._·-i!s-~-S330--ra1_ed_&_ .

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1
bdrm wlcarport & storage, no pets,
a\'ail now,S300/mo,549•7400.
·

t:, exertise trained horses and ei,p
riders to help train young horses

HASIUTATlON AlDE. an shlfts, PT, .
-$$$-AV_ET__,l_OOK--al-ou-r2-3-bdrm-,- I 571hr, Our Place, 301 N 13Street.
-~-------~I
petok, you will rent,.
Murphysboro.

BRECKENRIDGE APTS 2350 SIL,

C'OALE NEWER 2 bdrm,Cedar lake
area, quiet, private, d/w, w/d, patio,

HORSE LOVERS SPECIAL Cart>ondale HUlller Stable needs volumeers

. Mobile Homes

2 bdrm; unlum, w/d hookup, no pets
display <G7-4387 or457•7B7D.

BARTENDER TRAINEES l~EEOEO,
$250 a day potential, local positions.

· TOWNE.SIDE WEST
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
Paul Bryant.Rentals
457-56$4.
Cheryl K, Paul, Dave
-We have you covered!._..

June 1, $1200/mo, 529-4657.

dep, }T lease, no pets, 529-2535..

AVOll REP, NO quotas, free ship'
ping, start•up s10. 1-800-8911-2866,
free g;!t w/ slgfl-Up.

OP M'BORO LOCATION, Lu:nrry
bdrm, 11/2 bath house, w/d;
a, garage; patio, no pets, call
84-4145 or~8S2.

,

fessionals or manie<I, S440 10 ssos+-

683-0202.

SPACIOUS 4·BORM, call1edral ceil•
Ing w/ fans, big living room. util room
w/ full size w/d, wen mainlalned.
pets considered. S840/mo, 457•
8194, www.alpharenlals.ne1

502 lUCIER, M'BORO 2 bdrm, 2
baths, lg fenced yd, dogs OK. ale,
wld, porch, $525/mo 614-263-8295.

APT, HOUSES, & trailers. Fan '03
f,sting avail, 104 N Almoncl or cab

=:.~: r:Jo':::1~ ~

SMAl.l COTTAGE, $235, 2 bdrm
house, $260, avail now, 2 mi S, no
pets, 1 personforeach,457-7685.

4 BDRM. 4 blks from ca~s. carpeted, ale, avaB 1an. call 457 - 4030.

avail April. $480/mo, 529-4657.

I.•

PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTlNG, 3
bdrm, extra nice, dair, 2 bath, w/d, 2
decks, no pets 5494808 (9am-7pm) •

THE HANDYMAN CAN do almost .
anythlng. wor1(. wash, paint, fix.3nd
clean, tree 8$!imate, 549-3105.

Please Be Sure To Check
Your Classif'ed'Advertisement For Errors On:-·
Th1,; First Day Of Publication
The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for
inore than ONE day's incorrect fasertion (no exceptions) •.. Advertisers are responsible for checking their
ads for crro1'S on the FIRST day they appear.
Advertisers stopping insertion,< arc responsible for
checking their ads on the FIRST day they arc to = e
appearing. The Daily Egyptian will not be responsible
for more than one day's insertion for a chssified aci •hat
is to be stopped. Errors not the fault ·or the advc:rtiser
which lessen the ,-a.Jue of the advertisement will be
adjusted.
,
.
·

I

Classified ad,•ertising running with the Daily
Egyptian will not be automatically renewed. A callback
,..iJI be given on the day of o.-piration. If cusi-omer is
not at the phone nur.1ber. listed nn their account it is
,
the responsibility of the customer to contact the Daily
Em-ptian for ad renewal;
All dassifid advertising must be processeci
b.fore ::: p.m. to appear In the nex1:" day's publication.
Anything processed after 2 p.m. will go in the following
day's p_ublication.
. · Classified advertising must be p;id in advance .
except for those accounts with established credit. A ser, ,
vice charge of $25.00 will be added to the adver:tiscr's
account for every check.returned to the Daily Egyptian
unpaid b)· the advertiser's bank. Early cancellations of
classified advertisement will be charged a $2.50 service
fee. Any refund,und_i:r :SZ.50 will be forfeited due to
~e cost of processing.
All advertising s~bmitted to the Daily Egyptian
is subjea to approval and may l;,e revised, r<:jected, or
cancelled at any time.
The !>ally Eg)-ptian assumes no liability if for ·
any reason it becomes necessary to omit any advertis~.,-

rent.

i . , , A sample of all m:iil~rder. items must be sut,;...
mined "'nd appro,•~ !',~for to de;;~line for publication; :
No ad~ ';\i!I be mi.i;.:Classifi':'1-
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

19 finniversary Sp~dal
th

m ~@~ ®~~

~[;)@•~@ ®@~(]W@[OO@

$1122 Bii
~;/SA,

549-1111

cjamoslCNT,2003. Alnghlll1!M<Va1 .

Dormant Life

Not ,'lllid with any other offer. Valid only al Carbondale location.
Additional toppings extra. Other fees may apply. Expires April 27.

TUE PRl2E WAS I GOT TO

~ORE TUE ~UPID /,\IRIWR
!!ALL !=ROM tJEW ~ EVE
UJ 11.Y APMTMEtJT roR A
WJ.fOtE YEAR. DAMIJ TUOJG

&LOCl(ED TUE DOOR TO TUE
BATUROOM;
.

Daily Ho~oscope

By Linda C, Black

Check out ourr

exclusive X Artist$

A/\

"Yeah, I guess I've really mellowed with age.•

,njl'iX;\.f.tfe)i1 ~-

~\!;di~
Unsc,amb!e these tour Jumbles,
one letter to each square, -

r·;;~;:r

rrrr;~
I
I

Ataris

r

I

IJ

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henr1Amoldand r.tll<aArglrton

lhe1e·s no lutura
lnlhisjob

,
:

.

.

RESNAWj

---- I

Today's Blrt_hday (April 4). If you'te so smart, why
aren't you ri_ch1 You can be this year if you give it some
thought Work through an old barrier - don't try to avoid
it any longer - and achieve abundai:ice.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, o the most challenging.
Aries (Much 21-April 19) -Today Is an· 8 -That
.
check you've i>een waiting for could actually !>e.in the
mail, and not a moment loo soon. Don't spend it all in
one place. Plan ahead,
Taurus (April 20-May lO) - Today Is a 7 - Yeti don't
have to overpower your opposition. Just outwait him
or her. One who's been resistar.! is becoming easier to
convince.
Cemlnl (May 21-June 21) • Today ls a 6 -There's
nothing to be gained by hurrying. Move slowly and
avoid a big mistake. Think carefully before you speak,
too.
O:ncer (June l2•July 22) -Tod11y Is a 6 - Let people
know that you expect to be paid handsomely for all
your trouble. You've put up with a lot lately. Insist on
fair compensation.
·
Leo (July ll-Aug. ll) - Today Is :an 8 - An anchor
you've been dragging is about to be set free. You•II have
more energy soon. Meanwhi!e. don't get impetuous. Be
patient
·.
·
·
Virgo (Aug. 2l•SepL 22) - Today Is a 7 - Your imagi•
nation is being unleashed. Ideas will soon be abundant
You don't have lo act on them all. Start with the ones
that tool< fun.
·
Libra (SepL 2l-Oct. 22) - Today Is a 7 - DI,.: into your
hard-earned savings for a household repair or improve- ·•
ment It's good to patch the roof before the rainy day. ·
Scorpio (Oct. ll•N!'V. ll) - Today I! a 6 -Your opinion is important ,nd can help others reach a decision.
You'll see something they've missed, so speak up even
if you're not asked;
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today Is a 7 - If you:
concentrate and get a difficult job done, you'll be well ·
rewarded. Give up an outgrown fantasy to achieve a
realistic goal.
.
Capdcom (Dec. 22-lan. 19) ! Todayl:1
Keep
your money in· your pocket and in th,; bank. You _and
1
0

a·, -

r::~ ~~~~~~:~~e:~~ ~rJi~ 0"::~~1t;~t~~~:~:ild

, night _;:it home.
·.. ·.
; Aquarius (Jan. lO-Feb; I 8) - Tei day Is a 6 < A person
who's been dragging his_heels could finally get ,vith_the·.
program. If yot.i carefully work out what needs to be
done, you'll find you have more support
·
: ,- Pisces_(fet;. l!l~Much lD) -_Today Is a 7,~ The 1,onse~
you study the issues, the better your ch1.nces of making,
·. a 'wise choice. _Don't limit your input Question every-

i

,'._i.' ;-: ,

0.- n. ~.

k:. - '

'
.·, ...

.
'
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1 Christmas tuna
6 Pronto letters
10 Sibilantllgnal
14 Popeye's girl
15Compaq
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Solutions

3 1IYIJ. s !Ii 3 , 3 0 ill n
s 3IJ. S 3 )", N 3 0 l 13 n
N t. ·I 3 0 iii N MO 0 U 3
60 Dauta
13 Youngstc,
3 I NM a J. E;l!O 1:1 n 3 !!:Ii
63 Condcsccod
19 Kale and Bul!alo au YO 11 N I J. 3 , , n
64 1,'olea.lar
Bob
lt>1'>
y 3 H "·' '""3 1 0
ccmponen:
21 Perfume
s s y s 1iJ d , 3 .•,If! N I
6S First place?
compound
MO , L« s s 3 , n t1 y In
66 U>b ol thc PGA 25 Dmnutivu
67 By w:r, of, briclly
versial
. y .:j !IV H iil: 0 y 0 3 ~N
68 Proo!reader's
2G Long or "The
A .l 1:1 y
d n 1:111 J. s
ail
Broken Hearts
m,, .. !>IN 10 N 0 d S 3 ti
69 No longer lrcst,
Club"
J 3 NU r,y 3 J. RiiJ 0 U
29 Sci-Ii
)I , YIJ. S 3 , y s ~ 0 3
00\',,I .
1tansPMati0n
1 r,,g. lunct1011
30 Dog feet
AO HI\' '1 , , 3 01-li 3 ,.
2SanAntonio
31 Roesource
J. s Sid 'll d y s y l!l , 0
tandm.irk
32 Leal

"",

""'"

33

1>00~

otferings

7 Pac. pact

43CM

35 Stein nrer
36 lodian
me:ropo"is

5 Dool.keeper's
6 Ma(l;son /we.
B

~~ran

·

V.,tty Woody

1:1 HJ.
1 y

a

J. YM
Y d S
gmi:i!il
II
y
1
0

3 0
O y

... ...
V H
d S

., ,

ti O

:>

J n J
II V S
I 1 0

1:1 V

:>

54 Srighlest star i1
Onon

,4,5 Last !O r1riSh

39 I fall a buck's
rad<
40 Exhausted

!4

~

E~~,se,

~ rr;f::{~haunt

1D

~.., .

. . ..
.. . .
.

46 Signif)'

48 Me:"ld
SO Posting 8'1!8
9 Appcols
56 Fn: lnrm
10 Touch lightfy
58 Conlinc11W cash 11 "Lost Hor.zon·
59 ~slulent
12

"

ll

,. ,. ~.,

1:

OCanineay
45 Moutnoll

..

11

M 1t1 '"

~~

iM"h\'i:

39 Uknsome
cl1airs ·•
41 Dastardly
42 Once more

~··
~··,.

I

.~"' .. .

u

34 Hooi:,le'a oat'l
:;7 lsrae'i seap,m
311k<allnden

'

I

11

.

compctto1

16Marlne
salulat1011
17Rescucc:1
18 Product pllch
20 Develop
22 Side In a contest
23 Maiden-name
IMICator
• 24 Exchangin:i
• letters
270ohemlan
28 Agitate
31 Twlrlod
.
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-:~=es

55 Thlek
58S1"113d<

51 Eal 1/tWZf

52 C:l)lng dOlh
53 Ekbe,g or Baker

57 Track
81 OU'.back nester

820ppolSSW

Trudeau

catch me
, ify9u can _, ·

$2
for
SIUC

students
JJ/or

\ Dl~·ntKfL'i

~la-Nd~R
1\-\~ 'NCR9

l

. "/./APP/LY''
PRGC£~N(;
''GVER AFTGR:.

Gmaal
Publk

Rucaing Time: 141 IIIUlllln ·
DircdOr: SICYcn Spiclbctg .
Sluring: Lco:iardo DiCaprio, Tom Haw,
Nalalic Bayc,

111d ~ Wul:ezl.: ·

Friday, April 4 at 9:30p.m.
Saturd-ay, April 5 at
7:00p.m. & 10:00p.m.
SC Auditorium

-l
J
I
~
'tl>Nl-\ltt.-1~~-"""' &

"H\C.IWuo,.l~toJlt.COit-.

woe is Me! 4.4.:zaa:s

Clay Held. BJ//y Zane Fan Club President:

·f!r.fi~ 11 ~t1i,,(,,1\~·,wsM~.
~~

·
.

·

-

Hi. My nam~ is Gabe. O~e clay I was at work
checking people. out.. I hacl to go get change
for my register; so I turned off my light. But
the people kept getting in my line.
So I put out my Lane Closed sign.
,
The people:, kept getting in JnY line. So I pulled
· out my bnseball bat and beat them all. I felt a lot better
after that: I clicln't even bother getting ,change for ·
my register. Every time. I got a c~stomer, I just
beat. them with. my. bat.
I love my job.
.

.

Helen, Sweetheart of the Internet .

YOUA LIFE 19 ON THE LINE

'

PHONE

by Peter Zale

BOOTH

~-

rJ

~ showing al VARSITY THEATRE
VIN DIESEL.

~whatagi.rl

H~wants.
Now~ at UmVERSITY PLACE

'AMAN
:APART··
ml
. .NaN

',>·-.;. ..- •

showinJ at VARSITY THEATRE
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is ash ta
SIU off to its best
start since 1998
with a 3,2 record
Zack Creglow
Daily Egyptian

j
.

The last time the: SIU men's tennis
team began the season with this torrid
of a start, SIU's top player, Peter Bong,
was just starting to grow facial hair.
The Salukis carry 3-2 record,
which is their best since 1998, into
this weekend's doubleheader against
Creighton and Drake.
The D.1wgs arc hosting both games
on Saturdar at Uni,·c:rsitv Courts starting when the Salukis battle Drake: (5-9,
1-0) at 10 a.m. and Creighton (4-10,
0-1) at 9 :i.rn. on Sunday
"\Ve arc: playing Creighton and
Drake: thi> weekend, and Creighton
is going to be: weaker than Drake is,"
said Alon S3\'idor, SIU's No. 2 player
ir. singles.
· Drake: actually poses as a big match
up for the: Salukis. SIU head coacl,
Missy Jeffrey stated earlier that they
arc one of the: three teams that seemed
to be caught in the: same logjam, along
with the: Sa!ukis, in the: middle of the
l\lissouri ValleyConfc:rem:c:.
"Drake: is one of the: three: teams we:

think we need to beat to get into the the Saluki~ continue their wmmng
top three .in the: conference:," Jeffrey ways or slip back int~ the: doldrum~ of
said. "Indiana State is kind of sitting mediocrity.
·
at the top of the: hill in the l\lVC and
Jeffrey said that SIU's tough practice
Illinois State, Wichita State and Drake: schedule: in the early part of the spring .
arc three of the team we need - - - - - - - sc:r\·ed as a great tool in
to beat to get there.
' ' \Ve hat·e won shaping and working out the:
This is a very important three games in a wrinkles - but one: more, as
match against Drake on
Bong said, still rears its ugly
row. The.
head and needs to be: ironed
Saturday. \Ve arc looking
forward to it."
program is the our.
Jeffrey insim:d that her
"\Vith the: doubles we:
players understand
the most confulent ii have been doing drills and
;nagnitudc of these games has b.:t.'n since J match play in practice:,"
this weekend and will take a ha be
Jeffrey said. "But we haven't
no-holds-barred approach to
l't! en trying ro had a lot of pr;1cticc since ·
the: matches.
111m things around the: Ev:ansville match (l\lar.
Bong offered prediction;;
the Ulit three
22). We: practiced very hard
that would rival the boldness
earlier in the spring. Now it
of his Australian accent.
years. \Ve are is just about fine-tuning."
Well, he: does not necess:irat a good place
As
of right
now,
ii,• think so, but Drake: and
though, the team is practiCreighton may.
right now.,,
cally euphoric since: going
"I reckon we: should come
.
one: game over .500. It's
pretty close: to bc:.uing Drake: head coa;,
something Jeffrey or the
and should get the: doubles _ _ _ _ _1_ _ players have: not seen at SIU
point on that," Bong s:iid. ••J reckon - ever.
we should beat Creighton pretty easily.
"\Ve have: won three games in :i
No, th.11 h not bold either."
row; Jeffrey said. "The program is the
But the: Salukis Achill~s• heal so far most confident it has been since I ha,·e
this season seems to be their doubles been trying to turn things around the:
play. They will have to shore that if last three: years. \Ve: arc: at a good place
they plan to down the Bulldogs.
right now."
Bong said the doubles point will
be \'ital against Drake and could be:
&porttrZa,kCrrglaw,ankrraclxdat
the: determining factor as to whether
· .zcrcglow@dailycgyptian.com

~:,! J~~l

1,SIU women's tennis hopes-to ride:,momentum
After strong weekend at UT,Martin,
Salukis hop~ th~ supe~b play continues
.!atk Creglow
Daily Egyptian

1nc sun is st:uf.ng to poke: thrwgh
the: ~=ingly \'okanic ash cloud that
has h.1t1nted the SIU \\'C.mcn's tennis
during the past yc:u and a half.
The: ream returned frc:shm:m
Zuzam P.do,ic, who was out with a
ch.•,mit leg injury, last wc:c:kcnd and
beat conference foe Ev;ins\"illc 6-1
and host-team Tenncssc:c-Mmin ,t3. The: wins g:n'C the: Salukis (4-10)
some much-nc:cdcd confidence that
might enable. them to roll m-u this
wcckcnd's foes of Drake:, Crrighton
and Northc:m Iowa.
•
fam though two former incumbents in the lineup arc: still out and

1

Pa!O\ic will more: than lik:ly M'C
to rottlc: her injury during her whole:
ca= as a Sali:ki, SIU hcad coach Judy
Auld is starting ha\-c: more confidence
in tile squad she: is putting out on the:
court - enough confidence to string
together a \\fa ctrca.k, maybe.
"Basically what I told my team was
on pJpc:r it looks like \\'C can get four
out of fo-c: wins, including our two last
wcckcnd," Auld said.
The: pla}'Crs who arc: currently
missing in action arc: Kari Stark and
Tana Trap:ini. Sr:ark.has bc:c:n shc:h-c:d
with a bulging disc in her rock and is
scheduled to stan hitting ball- •· ..•he:
ncxrfcw weeks. Mcanwhilc: her junio,
teammate: Trapani is now h11tling a
neck injury to go along with the: ~king

tOCAL~1ftHORSY&TB0aKs-,
.. -....,_--.io.:.l,.,,~-....~i}...\~~•~.:.~..ii>..:..:,.;,.~.::~--A__.

,-

Brothers Notorious: The Shcltons. by Taylor Pc:nsonc:au
Southern Dlinols: An Dlustraled llislory, by Bill Nunes
Fifiy Nature Walks or Southern Illinois, by Alan McPherson
Enjoy Southern Illinois: A Complcle Rec:rra!lonal Gulde, by Russell,
G?ldstcin & Winlceler
The 2003 Watennai: & 11111 Travtler's Comp.inion for Soothern Illinois
· Before He was Fab: George IIJrrison's Amtriran Visit,
by Jim Kirkpa!rick
.
The r.Hracle Life or Edgar r.Hnl, by Brady Udall
Lummox. by Mike Magnuson
. The RJg.'!t Man ror_lhe Job, by Mike Magnuso!I
August Heat. by Beth Lorlan
Lewis & Clark in 11,;110ls Country, by Robert E. Hanley
.
· · Bloody Williamson, by Paul M. Angle

~Ki~OKWORM

- ~_

~ufht'~n Illinois' Largest U~ed_ Bookstore

hip she: has bc:cn hampc:rcd with for
the: past year. So what kind of tcams
will SIU ha,'C to dc:fcat in order to
make: Auld's prcdictiori a reality?
"Creighton has bc:c:n a scrappy
tom, a hard-fighting -team; Auld
~id. '1ncy arc \-cry-strong at the top
uc· their lineup, but they don't ha,-c: the:
depth. We ncc:d to get those pobts,
not just at the: top but down bc:low
that also.
"Northc:m Iowa is down th~ •'C:U'.
Drake is kind oflikc: u., they arc 2-9
on the: }'C:U', but I think it11 be: a tough
match. They will be the: toughest tcam
we face. It could go either direction."
The: Bluc:jays of Creighton :ire
currently 2-11 O\i:r.ill :ind 1-2 in d,e
Missouri Valley Conference, while:
Northc:m l,.,.\':l has rb)-c:d a limited
number of games and is 1-3, 0-2 on
the: )~1.t. As Auld ~t:atc:d, Drake: is 2-9
but holds a 2-1 record in the: MVC.
But the recent dramatic: imprm'C-

Auld set at hand will i,c the: \"an lag
from driving. 1\s one: c.an sec, drivi_ng
to Oniaha, Neb., then to Des Moines,
[Honarmand] and Jc:ssici [1,nitter] IO\v;i and finally to Cedar Falls, l0\\-a,
have just . really · stcpp-:d up their is not :1 fun trip to make:.
games; Auld said. "Sophie [[lc:danl]
· "This is a long trip, it is rough. The
has bc:c:n somewhat held back bc:c:msc: players will just slc:c:p," Auld said.
And if they make the: hurdle, it will
of an elbow .problem. But she has
imprm-c:d a lot too with herunc:xpc:ctc:d help immc:nsc:ly.
"I think pulling out four of our last
playing time."
Auld also said much dc:pcnds· on fo-c wins "would help our confidc:ncc
whether the: Salukis get the: doubles C\-c:n more," Auld said. •we ha,'C bc:c:n
point in their matches against Drake, just pla)ing a \'CI}', very good schedule.
Crrighton :ind N?rthc:m Iowa. ·
. Wc:ha,-c: playcJ thm: nationally ranked
She: said that the: team has struggled tcams in the span of thrc:c \\uks,
with getting the: point, but that also What wc- do starting last \\'Cckc:nd and
has a lot :o ..!'> with the: injuries that on is what is critical to us. Winning is
· ahv;iys on my mind, I wouldn't be: in
ha,'C plagued the: squad.
-We ha,-c: to improve our doubles; this profession ifit ·wasn'L Now is the:
·
Auld said. "1ncrc: is oo consistency time to capitalize:."
there. I hope we can get that wo!lccd
ouL We: also nc:c:d to get the [sill[~es)
Report,r Zack Crrglaw
can k rra,hrd at
Nos. 4, 5, 6 games."
zcrcglow@dailycgyptian.com
The final ~urdlc to pull off the task

ment of last season's recruiting class
will heighten the Salukis' chances.
"Maria
· [Blanco], . Zoya

SIU track and field heading
to Cardinal Challenge
,
,
The SIU mens and womens track and field teams will
fl~ t<? the Ca!~nal Challenge Saturday hosted Ir/ the_
Unr.-ersity of Loua~lle. .
.
• • .
,•
Field events will b~gm al 9:30 a.m. CST with the ~mens
ham~er throw. Running ~nts commence at noon with the
mens 3000_m steepl~se. .
•
.
.
Along with Lou1svdle, SIU will compete again~! Cinonnali,.
. Eastern Kentucky, Marquette and W~tem Kenl'Jclty. 1!1 the
small field m<-:1, only two competitors per learn WIii be
allowed lo score. ·.

MVC bas~ball action
~chita State currently holds th.! top record i.1 the Missouri
vaney Conference with an unblemished 4-0 record. The
, Shockers will take on Northern lowa at Cedar Falls, Iowa Friday,
Saturday at 2 p.m. and are scheduled to take on the Panthers
again on Sunday at 1 p.m.
·
lnoaana State current!)· has the top overall rec.ord at 18-5
. and 6-2 in lhe MVC. lhe sycamores will be pl.:,ying host to
lipscomb in afour11ame senes.
Other league adlOn indudes Bradley at Southwest Missouri
Sbte in Springfield, Mo. for a four:-game sel· · .
,
· ·. Roullding out the weekend slate are Creighton a_ nd
Evansville, which will_battle fot bur gam~ in EvanS\'iDe. Ind_

Dunbar named MVC athlete of the· . MVC softball action ..

week

.

.

"'

~~~:!t~~~n !~.~~ ~? 1!~:e

th

1he SIU women's tri.Ck and field standout Korto Dunbar has . Vall~
~~~
b.ecn named as the Missouri '✓alley Conference female track Redbirds will try keep up their momentum when they i;-!.:-;
athlete of the week. It is her first athl1. >. ,.)f lhe week honor host to Bradley 'lhis weekend in a three-game series. ·
this year. ·
· •·'
.
'·
· · ·
•· · C,,;ighton wiJ be taking on L'ie EYJnsville Purple Aces t! :S
, The junior ran under the NCAA regional quarifying stan&ird
•'•'lhe;l(en1,ifch~rtavansviStaillte,e IShocknd.
in~thwir~aarmep~~n·g- ;_ __ ,
in~ lOOm-hurdles her first time out !hi$ outdoor season as
...
~•• nD0 be
,K»< the .
the Salukis hosted the Sprin_g Classic March ~- Dunbar broke lncfaana St,:!e Sycamores this weekend it\ a rec-game series
the 14.0 b.mier for the first tame in her career c.locking a 13.84. in \.'Yichi"..i, Kan.
.
. :
, .•
To add to het first place finish in the hurdles, Dunbar ,tso took
Rounding out league play are t-.orthem Iowa and Southwest
s.:cond in the 200,n,etErs (25.32) and third in lhe 100-met_ers . Missouri~tate, whichwiU be doingbatt!e ina three-game series•
1 o ·_

we,:_

(12.31).

·

·

·

. _ :,

'. in Springiie!<f, Mo., this week~, ·. ·

, · ',

··
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NCAA Final Four teams at a glance
Knight Ridder Newspapers
{KR:0

·

·

A,farvutl/t f/S, Kansas
6:07 p.m. EST. Saturday

21.3 points, the fourth-highest single average
1n Marquette history. He can take over games
by himself, but he is also remarkably unselfish and puts a high premium on defense.

ning the award as the South Region's most
outstanding player.
·

Ttxas t11. Syra,uu

.8:47 p.m. EST, Saturday

Texas (26-6)

Syracuse (28-5)

Coach: Rick Barnes
How the Longhorns got to New Orleans:
Marquette (27~5)
Coach: Roy Williams
Defeated No. 16 seed UNC-Ashcville 82Coach: Tom Crean
How the Jayhawks got to New Orleans: 61 in the first round; defeated No. 9 seed
· How the Golden Eagles get to New Defeated No. 1S seed Utah State 64-61 in Purdue 77-67 in second round; defeated No.
Orleans: Defeated No. 14 sc-cd·Holy Gross-. f:rst round; defeated No. l0·sei:d Arizona SseedConnecticut82-78inregionalsemifi72-68 in the first round; defeated No. 6 seed State 108-76 in second round; defeated N6. nals; defeated No. 7 seed Michigan State in
Missouri 101-92 (OT) in the second round; 3 seed Duke 69-6S in regional semifinal; regional championship.
defeated ,No. 2 seed Pittsburgh 77-74 in defeated No. ·1 seed· Arizona 78-7S in
Why they got there: This isa team with a
the regional semifinal; defeated to;,-seeded regional final.
star player in T.J. Ford, a perimeter defensive
Kentucky 83-69 in the regional final.
Why· they ·got there: Dadgummit (as . stopper (Royal Ivey), a tenacious· rebounder
Why they got there: After bowing out · co·ach Roy Williams would say), these guys Qames Thomas), a scorer (Brandon Mouton)
in the first round the last two seasons,. play th~ir tails off. Effort is rarely a qu_esr•o>n and a slew of r:,lc players who add up to a
coach Tom Crean introduced, Destination: with a Willi:ims-coached tea",, • ,;.. ·the IO-deep roster. '.
.
New Orleans. He had all his players sign . Jayhawks have been overachieving and overThey arc also bound by purpose and, with
an enlarged photograph of the Louisiana coming adversity all scason •. Kansas relics on minor blips, have played with consistc~t,
Superdome, site of the Final Four. The photo two scniors'who have start~d for fi,.,-.r years. steady purpose,. Sometimes flashy, always
ir;wcled with the team all season. On the Guard Ki:k Hinrich and post: player Nick businesslike, they have a tendency ·not to
court, Marquette cmlvcd into a dominant Collison. arc the team's· top scorers. The put teams away until late in games, when,
defensive unit and a \"ersatile offensive ream. Jayhaw~ like to score. in transition and can in tournament competition, they have been
Led by 6-S guard Dwyane Wade, shooters be maniacal on defense.
·
at their best. ·'
·
Travis .Diener :ind Steve Novak, and 6-10
· NCAA Tournament history: This i_s
• NCAATournamenthisrory:This is Texas'
senior center Robert Jackson, the Golden Kansas' 32nd NCAA Tournament. The 21st appearance in the Tournament, in which
F.agles can attack from every position.
·
Jayhawks arc 69-31 with two natio,~al the Longhorns arc 23-23. Texas reached the
NCAA Tournament history: Marquette championships (19S2 and 1988). Kansas is, Firia1Foureonsagoin1943and1947,but'thc
rankf ninth all-time in the nation with 23 making its 12th Final Four trip but its first furthest they had ad,·anccd in the modern era
NCAA Tournament appearances, but recent in consecutive )"Cars since 19S2-S3.
was an Elite Eight berth under Tom Penders
history has been difficult. This season's
· Last Final Four trip: Last season, buf lost in 1990 when the Lo:,ghorns lost to Arkansas
Sweet 16 appearance was the first since 1994 to eventual national champion Maryland 97- in the regional championship:
and the first Elite Eight appearance since· 88 in the sc~ifinals in Atlanta.
_:
· ·Last Final Four trip: Texas advai:iccd in
19i7.
.
Star player: Tough call here_ Collison or · 1947 out of an eight-team field by defeating
Last Final Four trip:In 1977, 'fVhen the • Hinrich? We'll go with ... Collison. He's the W)-oming 42-40 before losing to Oklahoma.
late Al McGuire led the then-Warriors to player Kansas can least afford to lose. His SS-S4., •.
·
the· school's only national championship, a scoring, rebounding and defense around the
. Star player: Point guard T.J. Ford last
6i-59 victc:,ryover North Carolina.
basket makes thcJayhawks a complete team. season became the first freshman to lead
Star player: Dwyanc \Vadc. The 6-foot-S He leads Kansas in scoring and rebounding. the nation in assists, and followed that up
guard has amazing quickness to get to the Opposing defenses usually have to commit by 'winning the Naismith Award as college
basket from anywhere on· the court. The . two players to contain him and that creates basketball's player of the year. Ford has lived
Conference USA player of the year averaged opportunities for other Jayhawks.
· up to that billing in the tournament, win-

Kansas (29-7)

BASEB.~LL ..

Coach: Jim Boehcim
How t~e Oi:angemen got to New Orleans~
Defeated 14th-seeded Manhattan 7606S
in the first round; defeated sixth-seeded
Oklahoma State 68-S6 in the second round;
defeated 10th-seeded Auburn 79-78 in the
regional semifinal; defeated .No. I-seeded
Oklahoma 63-47 in the regional final.
Why they got there: The third-seeded
. Orangemen's. talented · fre~hmen (Carmelo
· Anthony, Gerry McNamara, Billy Edclin) ·
and sophomores (Hakim Warrick, Craig
Forth, Josh Pace). blended well with roleplaying upperclassmen (Kucth Duany and
Jeremy McNeil). Syracuse's youth gets it in
trouble at times, but its talent has allowed it
to reel in victories despite four second-half,
double-digit deficits this season.
. NCAA' Tournament• history: This is
Syracuse's 28th NCAA Tournament. The
Orangcmcn own a 44-28 record in thi:
NCAA Tournament and earned their fourth
Final Four appearance and first since 1996
with Sunday's victory against Oklahoma.
Last Final Four trip: Syracuse advanced
to the 1996 title game with a 77-69 vietory against Mississippi State, but Kentucky
captured the national championship with a
76-67 victory at Continental Airlines Arena
in East Rutherford, N.J:
Star player: Carmelo Anthony. The 6foot-8 freshman phen'lm from Baltimore is
projected as an NBA lottery pick 2nd likely
will emerge as one of the first three players
selected should he renounce .his collegiate
eligibility. Anthony can be.effective posting
up and on the perimeter. H,: rebounds splcn~
didly, and no one follows his ow11__miss better,
Oklahoma coach Kelvin Sampson uid•.

Rueger, though he never.bats,

~ ,;. • ~- :, , ,-, i~ confident the offensc'wi!I turn·

20 it arounC:. ·He said for conference
games, players scout the opposiHe stepped up his _players' ..tion more, pr.i.cticc harder and
time in the batting cages, and approach the game with more.
this weekend, he'll find out if it focus, so he docs not expect
the ream to lag after its loss to
paid off.
Senior catche~ Toby Barnett SEMO.
"It's going to be hard.to turn it
is expecting a better performance
this weekend but is cautioning around," Rue3er said.
"Right now our offense is
his teammates not lo be overly
aggressh·c in an attempt to break struggling a little bit, but when
it comes to conference p!ay, we
the team's slump.
"We're pretty confident going pretty much turn it up."
into this weekend; said Barnett,
&porta- l\lichad Errnnawho comes into the seric~ with a
tan !Jt rtadxd at .
13-game hitting streak.
mhrcnner@dailycg)l'lian.com
·\Ve can let our skills take care
of themselves, but we definitely
have to c:ikc what the pitchers arc
going to give u~. We definitely
h:we to come out and step up u an
offensive force."
OONTINUEll FROM rAGE

.

ROIIP.RT LYONS - DAILY ECYPTIAN

SIU freshman.softball player Lauren Roney watches ·a pitch go by against Southeast Missouri State
last week in Cape Girardeau, Mo. This weekeno the Salukis will p~ay a three-game series at Charlotte
West Stadium against Drake. The Oawgs are off to a 21:5_ start with a 7-2 league mar~

5

6-cry dq, the Salukis hayc played just
After being on the· road for nine
thrccofthcir26gamcsinC:ubondale ·s1raightg:uncs,thcSalukiswillnow
. due to poor weather ·cancding SC\-cral · play nine straight at home startiiig
. earlier games.
with this weck:nd's series · against
know practice is important and treat . . Bla)1cck jo~ that while shi: is 16-17 Drake. . .
it as such.
·
·
· happy to ha,,: the home crowd rooting
The Ltst tir:tc SIU took the field
_, "We're a team that docs better · for her team :again, the Salukis (21-5, it knocked oif No. 6 Nebraska in
when we'ri: a little bit more loose; 7-2_ Missouri Valley Confcrc:ncc) ha\,: Lincoln, Ne~ Prior to that game.
B!aylock said. 9They know that I w'?n't ~ so su~ful or: the road that she Bla)iock told her team it was oot
suoposcd to win, and ':ier players
. let it get roo out of hand before 111 kind would not mind staymg away.
of.t-lt a 'clamp on it, but I don't mind.
~I don't .know, \\,:'re 19-4 on the ~ndcd by going out and playing
Jwant them to go oct with n smile on road, may~. I'd Ii~ to stay away; • one of their best games of the scason
: thcirfacc,1hat'swlv.tit'sallabout." . Bla)iock said.· 9Th1s weekend at inwhatshccalledthebiggcstwin~ncc
·
· , . Hcrplaycrsapprm,:o~thism~ C~pii_onw~had~~~ro~SIU shehasbccnwithSIU.
1: • with some like Moore saymg that smcc
so 11 s rucc to_ ha\,: thctr &m1lics m a~
True to the Sa!ukis joking manner, .
shc'sbc:cnhcrc, thcSalukisalwayspb)•- : it's a·grcat h-Jlpark. I want people m . Bla)iock has teased her players about
their· best when they arc just being southern Illinois to be able to. come how they reacted to being told they arc
thcmscl\'cs and arc not putting too witch us pby here.•
. · .. '·
not suppose-cl to win.
·
' ,,- Moore said it still kind of shocks .
-if it takes. me_ idling you that
· much pressure on thcmsdvcs.
· •J think the way this team meshes her when she stops to think :r.bout the . we're r.ot supposed to do something,
the best 11.,gcthcr is when\\,: have fon new .stadium, especially. after three · · \\,:'re not supposed to win ~ rest of
: and just gu out arc relaxed-~ really years 'of' play_ing at . the . ina_dcquatc the games all yc_ar.; Blaylock..._· .rokcd_
·
.
ROBERT LYON • • DAILY EGYPTIAN,
: don'tcarc.• ·•..
'
. · _,
IAWFiclds. ·
Saturdayshcwillsecifthc.tr:uegy
'
.
OncthingthcSaCkiswillc::u:,;-.lot.
"It's'
still
kind
uf
surreil
and
you
will
wotkyctagain.
SIU shortstop and relief P,itdie~ PJ:Finigan ·reaches th\rd ba~e .
•. · ·
safely against Southeast Missouri S!.i!t>)Vednesday. ·The SaJuk1s. '. apoutthiswa:lindisfiriallyg:~to · don't really rctlizc how hicky we arc
play again in their ~v stadium. :. · untih,,., come· back and were like, 'oh · .. &parter]ins !Jefu can htrrach,·,,
will play host. to Illinois State lhis weekend for a four-game
series beginning
today
at .2, p.m.
~ield, ' ... . · . Although thc_tcam practices in it · mygosh,thisisourstadium;shcsaid. ·•: jdcju@dail)i:~-ptl1n.com_
. .
.
·,
.
·. at Abe Martin
~.

'
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SIU rugby
hyped forAll Fool's

Kent \Villiams competed
~ a 3-point shootout
· See story, page 19

Men's and women'.s
tennis are in action
See stories, page ts:.
APRIL

4

2003

Women's

-.basketball
cans two

Christopher Morrical

Michael Brenner ·

Daily Egyptian

Daily Egyptian

The men lined up, one of them
holding a ball, and started JUJ1ning
across the field.
"Me! Me!" one shouted.
The ball was passed to him and
he dodged between t\\'O teammates
and passed the ball to someone else.
Across the way on another
pitch, a group of women chased
one another. \VhOC\'CI' was holding
the ball was destined to be tackled
and brought to the ground. The
wind was stron!;', and as her body
bounced, a plume of dust went into
the air.
Things always get rough at SIU
rugby practices.
LICSTICR E. MURRAY - CAILV ECVPTIAN
Tune-ups like these will be The SIU men's rugby club practices Wednesday .it the rugby fields in preparation for this weekend's
needed as SIU sponsors the 13th
All Fool's dassic. lhe tournament, which will be !ponsored by SIU, is in its 13th year and will feature
Annual All Fool's Classic: Saturday men's and women's teams from all over the Midwest.
·
and Sunday at the rugby fields.
The tournament is the largest nament, man! This is probably my finish is awarded a· different sized the awa.-d is a little gnome:
_
collegiate mgb)· tournament in the last year I'm going to be down here pair with a plaque on it proclaimThe trophies won throughout
Midwest and includes such teams and we\-e won it many times since ,ing a team the winner. First place the )'CarS are passed down to each
as Eastern Illinois, Colonel's Boys, I've· been here. \Ve're gonna win it· garners the largcn pair.
new team and accumulated at one
Memphis, Central Missouri State, again. \Ve're gonna come out here
"It's always fun to get a trophy house where sets of horns cover the
Illinois, Illinois State, \Vestern and v.-e're gonna play hard and we're that is a little bit different,• women's walls showing the rich histoiy of
Kentucky, --Indima .State and gonna walk off champions.•
. club 'Vice president Cheryl Coulson . SIU's _oldest clu~ sport.
The women's team did nearly said. "You work for the horns. It's a
Illinois-Chicago.
Now, with another All Fool's
In past years, the All Fool's as well last }'Car, finishing' second nice trophy to get. We're gonna get only a day a way, SIU rugby tradiClassic has won the Golden Privet . to Illinois. This was an especially first this year and v.-e're gonna get tion will continue.
Award for the best rugby tourna- important occasion because it was the big ones.•
ment in the Midwest.
.
the first time since 1993 that there
The V.'Omen will take to the
Rrparln- Chrulophn- Morrual
Last year's competition saw the was a women's bracket at the tour- pitch against Western Illinois. on
tan ht rrWJtd al
men's team bring the "Co\'eted nament. The v.'Omen are as psyched Saturday at 9 .a.m. as Illinois State
i:morric:al@dailycg)-ptian.com
Horns" back to Carbondale, and as the men about the tournament and Northern Illinois square off.
v.inning again this year . will be anii want to bring their own set of
All Fool's was created by the
Far mart in{onnaiion an lht SIU
men's team, and while the women
extremely important to men's club horns home.
men's or umnm's rug!,, clubs, ,isit 1ht
president Eric Reimer.
.
The horns are a set ofbull's horns participate, they ha\-e their own
ltainS' u-rbsites at U'U'U'Jiu.tdu/rugl,,
"Yes, we're going win it; Reimer that arc given away as a trophy to tournament in September called
and U'U'U'Jiu.edu/-u-rugl,,
said. "I am so hyped about this tour· the winners of the All Fool's. Each Ruggapalooza. At this competition,

SIU women's basketball hc:id coach
Lori Opp let go of two of her awtants
. earlier this week, a player confirmed
Thursda):
.
. .
The teatn has its lips shut about
the incident, so which two v.-erc let
go is not known. But the team has
only three non-student assistants, Alex .
Wcllmakcr, Tricia F1oyd and Staci

Sr:..i..wcathcr, meaning a huge shakc'.up for the Salukis.
Opp is out of town visiting the
Final Four and could not be i=:hcd for
comment, ar..i Flo)d and Starkv.-eather could not be reached, either. Wcllmakcr
denied comment.
Wdmalccr is the most cxpcri~
of the duc:c, having been · v.ith the
Salukis for three years. He is an SIU
graduate ('89) and also spent time
=bing at Carbondale High School
He's coached for 2S years.
·
Flo)d just completed her second
}'Car as an assistant at SIU. Defore coming to the Salukis, she was hc:id coach
at Odessa College fur two yean, earning
coach of the year honois in 1999-2<XX>.
_She owns a masters degree in physic:al
ed=tion and athletics :a.dministtation
from Ball State.
. .
Starkweather was a rookie _with
SIU this season. A .. P-mckrieyville
native, Stukweather graduated from
SIU in 1998. She played one scas<?ll
professionally in Europ.: and was most
recently a camp :a.dministtator at P.it
S~tt's b_asketball camp.
Rrparln-Mi:mul Brmnntan h, rradxd al

mbrenncr@dailyegyptian.com

SIU baseball hopes·. Scillij.{is)are ·staying loose
birds can boost .bats despite recent success
which is a real probability against a struggling
team such as Illinois State, but refuse to m:ikc
any guarantees.
.
.
"Pretty much, you can't ukc :iny team iri the
MVC lightly because each team can hit it .on
their given d~y; said SIU pitcher Bryan Rueger,
who expects to start the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader. "EVCJY day is different in baseball Any gr.-en team can beat anr team, thats
why we can't take Illinois State lightly.•
Michael Brenner
Rueger, along with J:ikc Alley, /\!'ldrew
Daily Egyptian
Weber and Jercl Dcitcring, will attempt to keep
the Redbirds' cool bats in the freezer.
SIU head coach Dan Callahan was fuming
Rueger said Wednesday's game, which saw
mad at his team following Wednesday's loss to the Saluld pitduug st..fl; mainly Ryan Welch,
Southeast MisS<.uri State. He rut media inter- ga\'C up !...-vcn runs, wa. i.r, aberration. He docs
. views short to host a team meeting to discuss not apcct the rest of the pitching staff to get
what had recently become his team's third shclled as it did Wednesda}:
·
stnight loss.
"I don't apcct any problems,• Rueger said.
His team is on a three-game losing streak, "As a whole, out pitching staff's~ really solid
but this weekcnd"s opponent, Illinois State, through all parts.
could be the perfect remedy.
"Wdch has had problems trying to find
The Redbirds come into this weekend's what he had last )'Car, bu_t _m'Cl'all I think we're
· series at Abe Martin Field near or at the going to do fine because as a pitching staff m'Crbottom Qf the Missouri Valley Conference in a!I, v.-e'rc a pretty solid stafr
nearly every major statistic:.· Illinois State is
But the Salukis h:r.-e had problems in the
last in fielding percentage (. 947), second to last other part of the inning, scoring only run in
in team ERA (5.95) and third to last in team thrir last two confcrcncc garnei;. Before the
batting average (.272). It has also lost four of loss to SE!vlO, Callahan said con:1istent hitting
its last fu-e, including an 0-3 stretch in confer- is what he wanted out of his team more than
anything.
ence play.
.
.
Team members say it will take a sweep to
See BASEBALL. page 19 ;
main~_,their ~ ! ~~-place S~g,, h

Salukis look to break
three--game skid
. with four games
against Illinois State

SIU softball team ready
for three--game series .
against MVC foe Drake·
Jens Deju ·
.· Daily Egyptian

dawn tarp in high school at O'Fallon 1hlmship
so it is nothing new to her. But c11C11 a St':lSOned
tarp layer docs not enjoy the wind.
·
"Windy days are not fun, rn say that,• Louis
said. "Thcy'II rip your arms oft•
. Senior outfielder Kendra Moore, who stands
at just 5-fcct-1; s;ud b)ing dawn_ the tarp is a
. ncc:cssaryC\il bcc:ausc if}uudon'tbravc thew.n'CS ' .
and the wind, you risk h:r.ing to play on a soggy
field.
.
. .
"You can't really C\'Cr know what's going to go
on with the tarp,• Moore said. "It's always kind of
U\OO}ing bcc:ausc its huge md I'm llOtVCI)' big."
The battle with the tarp was justoneofSC\-cral
light-hearted moments at Thw~'s practice.
Star pitcher Amy Harre was pb)ingshormop
while Renee Mucller'and Katie Klocss pw,ided'
some &.'C pitching for Saluki hitters.
· Harre was "like_ a happy little child hopping
around all O\'C1' the pLtcc and C\'C11 running as 6r ·
out as center field to rctnC\'C one of the hits.
Another moment came when junior Lindsey
Bonnell hit one _0\-er the fence during batting
practice and started jumping up and dawn and ,
dancing at the plate.
. .- .' . . •
..
' 1'h:rJ.: }uu.'wind,.. Bonnell c:xclaimcd. ' •
Moments like. these arc not rare around the
team. Head coach Kerri Blaylock said she likes to
kttp her players loose so thcypaform _better once
they arc out on the field. . -· ·_ •
At the· same time, Blaylock and her players ·

A behemoth 20-foot wr,'C towered 0\-emcad
as 19 women ranging in size from 5-fi:ct-1 to 6fcct stood their ground and prepared for the next
\icious sting.
Wave after w.t\'C attacked the ground, but the
\\'Omcn"nC\-erbackeddown. Some stood tall while
others lay on the ground and.held on finnly. Fuully thew-.n'CS ceased,:ind the SIU softball
team was able to stretch out ihc tarp and weigh
it dawn over Rochman Field and stood in eel~
ebration of their victory O\'Cr the \icious winds
that rnirlcd all around Charlotte West Stadium
Thi=b):
.
The Salukis will h.n'C sorac battles a little
more ·meaningful th:m this one this weekend
when Drake comes to town. for a threc-g,une
scri~ stlrtingv.ith a noon doublchcadcr Saturday
and the finale Sunday at noon.• ,
. ·
Coverirut the field aficr practice is a common
oc:cunenccfor':hcSalukis,butthcyusuallydonot,
have to_battlc such strongv.inds in addition to the
bulky tarp.
. •.
. '
. _. Freshman infielder Ka~c -~.Jis.also Ju4 !O,lay·• •

.. See SOFTBALL. page. 19

